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educators have historically employed classroom and clinical practicum 
along with skill practjoe to train rmrses. Recently, nursing has looked to technology to 
provide new teaching strategies. WWith &we significant nursing shames, very acutely 
ill patients with complex heaIth conditions, and the growth of error prevention mtegies 
within health care, human patient simulation (I-IPS) is now being employed as a teaching 
strategy for nursing students. HPS allows students to learn in a complex, realistic yet risk- 
fke environment. Unforkmtely, research has been performed to evaluate 
satisfaction and e£&&vemss of this new technology. HPS was first used in medical 
trainio& specifically with anesthesiology. Nursing is relatively new to HPS use. This 
iii 
study measured associate degree musing students' perceptions of satisfaction with 
learning using HPS. 
A 21-item Liert-type survey was developed to detumine students' perceptions of 
satisfaction in the areas of nursing skill development, confidence and motivation 
bui ld i i  and w d  satisfkction. Also, evaluation was done to determine if diierences 
existed between the level of offaction with HPS use and select demographic variables. 
Thirty-seven associate degee nursing students who had HPS experiences in three 
separate courses completed the survey. 
The results determined that assoCiate degree nursing students are highly satisfied 
with learning using HPS. In an areas analyzed, students reported &fkcth. Few 
significant differences were found between level of satisfaction and the dem~graphic 
variables. Those with a higher level of previous education did report a higher level of 
satisfaction than did those with high school or limited technical edWon .  Ovedl, the 
results of the study indicate that HPS use is seen as a satisfactory method for student 
learning. Recommendations include continued HPS m a r c h  with larger sample sizes to 
hrther evahiate srdkfaction. In addition, evaluation of the effe&mws of this teaching 
strategy is recommended via controlled experimental study of cohort groups of nursing 
students. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
Health care training requires students to learn a great deal of theoretical content 
and quickly put the leaning into practice in an efficient and competent manner. Students 
in professional health care training programs must learn anatomy and physiology, 
physical assessment skills, clinical reasoning, technical procedures, pharmacology, health 
promotion, disease con- critical thkhg, commuuidn,  and teamwork (Nehring 
& Lashley, 2004). All of this content must then be applied t b u ~ &  practice in the 
school's laboratory and ultimately in the aclual clinical setting with real patients. 
Integration and development of competence in all content areas is necessary to produce 
practitioners ready to take on the challenges of the Mth care arena of the 21st century. 
To successllly make the transition fkom content learning to practice, a clinical 
practicum is a requid component of most health care training programs. In mtrsing 
education, students spend many horn in hospitals, clinics, nursing homes, and other 
community settings providing care to clients under supervision oftheir instructors and 
other nurses in order to apply their learning. Students are placed in predictable, stable 
situations as they begin their training and progress to more advanced situations where 
some degree of unpredictabilii exists. 
During nursing students' experiences, they are active participants in many aspects 
of patient care. They do have limhions, however, not only experiential but also legal 
(Kozier, Erb, Berman, & Snyder, 2004). Nursing students must work under the direction 
of a licensed muse when in the clinical setting. Despite working as active members of the 
health care team during clinical experiences, students are limited in decision-making, 
delegation and management responsibilities. For example, a student cannot independently 
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contad physicians for medical orders, admhkter pamWd medications, or ooordioate 
and manage crisis situations. As one can imagine, these are not times that skilled 
practitioners feel comfortable stepping aside and allowing students to independently 
practice. However, a gaduate ofa d g  prognrm would be expected to W i n  
competently and independently in these areas a very short time after graduation. This fact 
has great consequences for bath the quantity and the quality of the clinical practicum 
offered to students in health care programs such as nursing. 
Nursing educators do not take their responsibility to develop competent 
practitioners lightly. They plan practice in the school setting for such aspects of nursing 
care as assessment, psychomotor skills, communication and critical thinking skills. Role- 
playing and review of case studies help students to learn the communication and 
decision-making roles of the nurse. Technical skills can be repeatedly practid in the 
labo- setting. However, students and instnu%ors now realize that this type of practice 
may still not allow stdeuts to feel they have adequately learned the skills. The practice 
may not seem realistic emu&. ORea, practice scenarios at the school incorporate a few 
aspects of care but cannot o h  include all aspects. 
The question crises: How can student nurses learn to care for a patient 
independently without one-to-one supervision or risk to clients? An innovative t d n g  
method is being introduced in some schools of musing to allow students the ability to 
practice all aspects of nursing care in a realistic yet safe environment. This method is the 
human patient simulator. 
Simulators have been used in training for many yeam and are available in many 
disciplines. C o ~ o r s  (1985) &om National Aeronautics and Space Administration pointed 
out, "low fidelity discrete task assessment techniques are at one end of the continuum and 
measurement of peshmance during actual missions are at the other end ofthe spectnm'' 
(p. 110). Simulators allow students to more easily make the traosition h m  one end of the 
continuum to the other, Many people have learned to drive using a driving simulator. 
Pilot training has relied heavily on this methodology since Edward Link patented the first 
pilot training simulator in 1930 (Riley, 2000). Those training in aeronautics, nuclear 
power, engineering and the Illilitary often utilize simulators (Jha, Duncan, & Bates, 
2001). 
The concept of simulation has also been applied to health education for decade8 
using basic models and mannequins. Models of all or part ofthe human body have been 
used to train health care students in mrming technical procedures such as intravenous 
therapy, dmsiig changes, and urinary catheter insertion The most commonly used 
mannequins are low fidelity models, simulating the human body yet not incorpoming 
technology in any way. Fidelity refers to the accuracy with which the model or simulator 
reproduces the domain (Riley, 2000). Low fidelity mannequins do not provide fixxiback 
or respond to ~ o n s .  Their correlation to mrming prooedures on a human is 
somewhat limited in this respect. As henberg (2004) pointed out, these training tools are 
d for students' early practice with simple skills when learning techniques of a 
procedure are vital and repetition is required. 
Since the 19607s, however, health care educators have begun cxnbining computer 
technology with the basic human models @enson & Abrahamson, 1969). Today, 
advanced, high-fidelity human patient simulator% models enhanced with computer 
technologies-are available. These simulators provide health care students with the 
ability to p rdce  complete esre hrcludhg assessment, decision-making, technhd skills, 
teamwork, delegation and menagement in a &-the environment. The human patient 
simulator nscmod was hrst used in medical training particularly in aacsthe&Iogy. 
Simulators are now available for training in a variety of k h h  care p r o b s b n ~ ,  including 
nursing. These s i n d m  rtre life-sized mannequins integrated with computer soilware to 
model various disease statea aad respond to medications and other treatments as a human 
would respond. 
S-id of the Probkm 
Chippewa Valley Technical College has incorporated human patient simulation 
into he& care traiuing programs, inch& nursing, emergency medical technician and 
panunedic programs. The pnpose of developing the simulation laboratory was to 
d a n c e  clinical practice by offering hands-on clinical experience in a trueto-life 
environment (Chippewa VnIley Technical College, 2004). The simulated environment 
offers students the w t y  to practice independently without risk to human life. The 
effectiveness of patient simulation has not been determined. 
Prapose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to examine nursing studarts' pemptions of the use 
of patient simulation in an amciate dejpe nursing program at Chippewa Valley 
Technical College. A sunny was developed and administered to determine students' 
feelings about the use of patient simulation. 
ResemchQlimim 
T h e d  questha fot this study were: 
1. Whatisthelevelofassociatedegreenursingstudents'o~lsatiMon 
with clinid lerrrniBg using a human patient simulator (HPS)? 
2. To avhst extent do associate degree nursing students believe that working in 
the human patient giatuaatOr laboratory 0 3 k s  themrealistic clinical 
experiences? 
3. To what degree do assode degree nursing students bdieve HPS experiences 
improved their d d e ~ ~  and motivation? 
4. To what do & degree nursing stdents believe that working in 
the human patient simulator lPboratory offers them real-world clinical 
experienms in regard to: 
a. A 
b. C%hld&sion-making; 
c. Irnplenldwl; 
d. Techaical skill performance; 
e. Priorbation 
5. Is there a difference in student paception of Sat iMon based on prior 
experienw  wit?^ other simulators? 
6. Is there a difference. in percqtion of satisMon based on: 
a. Age 
b. Gsndaofthesndent 
c. Prior work and educ&ional experience? 
Z ~ ~ o f ~ S l u d y  
The following imm of bpormw are noted for this study: 
1. In a worid of d y  changing technology and medical advances, 
teaching methods implemented for teaching health care students must be 
augmented and updated. These methods must allow students to function at 
the application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation levels of learning 
(Bloom, 1956). Students must h o w  how to safely care for patients 
suffering lie-threatening illnesses while managing the ever+banging 
techaologicai aspects of this care. New teaching methodologies such as 
human patient $imulatm may play an important mle in this training. 
However, new methodologies incorporahg advanced teohnology 
are expensive Current health care training programs are in an era of 
budgemy Coastraints. New teaching methods must be critically evaluated 
and found effective in order to be promoted. Incorporating an advanced 
methodology without adequate research could be negligent with regard to 
student learning and available Mi. 
2. Since the Flexner Report to the Camegie Foundation in 1910 established 
the paradigm for health care education as having two components, a post- 
secondary-bad scientific curriculum and a clinical practicum, instructors 
have searched for effective meaos to actively involve students in learning 
in both realms (Lupien & GeorgaGay, 2001). Balancing the two 
components has been a challenge. Simulation may be an Hcceptable 
ekemath to achieve this balance. The human patient simulation 
expakme may prove to be a student and ir~m&or-%endly method to 
teach theoPatical concepts and allow students to actively apply them to 
various simulated clinical h a t i o m  Ifthis teaching method is found 
effecsive, it may be definitely worth its cost. 
3. Nurses are the largat gmup of health care providers in the Unlted States, 
numbering 27 milkion. Nuwes practice in virtually all health care settings 
and communities (American Nurses' Associin, 2002). However, a 
~cantsh~rtageofrmrseseXiststodayaadis@ctedtoworsenover 
the next few decades. Penn, Shoen and Berland Associates (2001) in a 
national public opinion poll funded by Johnson and Johnson found that 
93% ofAmeli~8~1 feel that the nursing shortagejeopardizesthe quality of 
hezrlth care. The United States Bureau &Labor StatistieJ (2004) ha9 
identifiedm&.eredmusesasthetopoclpationaccordingtogrovith 
throughtheyear2012.Nurseeducatorsarechsrgedwithincreasingthe 
amount of nurses provided to meet the society's aurent and future health 
care. 
4. The education of various M t h  disciplines requires client experiences. 
The consumers of health care require health care professionals that are 
able to provide care that is accessible, high quality, free of errors and 
affordable (Morton & h e n ,  2004). Profhional leaders and 
. . 
also demand excellence in health care professionals' 
p d c e  (American Nurses As~ociation, 2002, Nehring & Lashley, 2004). 
In order to satisfy society's expctationq health care program must 
incorpcmte client experiences into the cuniculum. Technology can 
enhance these experiences. 
5. Today's nursing educators face unpadeled challenges that include an 
increasingly diverse student population who are often well versed in 
technology and ~~ with the overuse of traditional lecture methods 
of instnrotion (Morton & Rauen, 2004). Not only are traditional didactic 
methods of instruction not preferred by students but they also cauuot 
provide the gitical thin%iog skills necessary to deal with acute crisis 
situations in the clinical setting (Murray, Boulet, Ziv, Woodhouse, Kras, 
& McAllister, 2002). Varied teaching methods must be incorporated to 
meet the eeeds of the studems and ensure clinical competeaoy. This study 
will aasist health educators to detemine students' perceived satisfaction 
with a technology-based teaching method that simulates reality. 
Limifatiom ofihe Sfu@ 
The study focused on associate degree nursing students at a technical college in a 
modemtely sized Midwestem city. Associate degree nursing programs arose in the 1950's 
driven by a growing demand for nurses and coupled with the growth of community and 
technical colleges after World War IL In 1951, Mildred Montag published hen doctoral 
dissertation outlining a two-year educated program for registered nurse training in the 
technical and community colleges. Soon afkward, associate degree programs in nursing 
were developed and to& provide mining to a large portion of the nursing workforce 
(Kozier, et al, 2004). The following d e l i d o n s  have been i d d e d :  
degree nursing currioulum at CVTC o e s  HPS experiences 
at times tlroughoIrt the curriculum. Liited access in the 
HPS lab may hmalkmd the reapoases of the participants. T i e  and 
fbndii@@ @de further a c e s  to the HPS lab was limited a,ad may have 
fBs; gfgdy. Also, h l t y  members using the HPS methods have had 
t w @ y  teimplement the HPS components of the curriculum. A 
. , Wmem &s faadty in the operation of the simulator. Limited time 
with we af#e s$mulator may have altered the perceptions of the students 
to some extent. Despite these limitations, this study is unique in evaluating 
nursing &dent$ e o n s  of HPS learning. 
4. The time allot&ed for each simulation was two to three hours per session. 
Each of the last three clinical cocourses at CVTC includes one or two 
sessions. The time allowed for simulations may also be a limitation. 
5. A varigty of students attend the associate degree nursing program at 
CVTC. There is a large range in ages of the students, from l P 5 O  years. 
The students are &om the Midwestem district in Wisconsin that is  served 
by CVTC. Currently the student population is approximately 90% female. 
The primyr etbnic group is Caucasian. These factors may certainly limit 
the study and decrease its g e n a f i .  
Definition of Tenns 
Associate Degree Nursing Studmi: Student completing a two-year -am at a 
technical or community college in the study of the profession of nursing. The d e n t  will 
be eligible to take the licemure -on for employment as a registered rmrse. 
High-FideIity Sinrulation: A simulator made to incorporate technology so that it 
greatly replicates reality. 
Human Patient Simuhtor (HPs): A unnputerdriven, life-sized mannequin that is 
programmed to respond physiologically as a human would to disease processes and 
phannacologic and medical intervention. 
Low-Fidelity Simuhtim: Basic models for practice that may do not completely 
replicate reality. 
Perceptions: Beliefa, hpmsions, and degree of satisfiction or dissatisfaction 
with what is observed andlor experienced. 
RegisteredNurse 0: Professional nurse that performs for compensation any act 
in the observation or care of the ill, injured, or infirm, or for the maintenance of health or 
prevention of illness ofothm, that requires substantial nursing skill, knowledge or 
training or application of nursing principles based on biological, physical and social 
sciences (Wisconsin Board of Nursing, 2003). 
SimuWm: A teaching sixatem that seeks to "replicate m e  or nearly all of the 
essential aspects of a cliiccrl situation so that the situation may be more easily 
understood and managed when it occurs for real in clinical practice'' (Alspacb, 1995). 
Techbgy:  Applications of science and industry that include electronics, 
computer hardware and so- models, simulations, and other tools. 
Outline of ihis P q m  
This paper presents a study done to determine associate degree nursing &dents' 
perceptions of learning using a human patient simulator. A review of the literature 
outliies previous use of simulation in health care and nursing and documented evaluation 
of human patient simulator technology. An overview of the study and discussion of the 
methodology follows. All hdings and reseerch results are presented. The conclusion of 
the paper includes a sumnmy ofthe study and recommendations for fhture research. 
Chapter 11: Review of L i  
I n t r ~ t i o  
This chapter provides an overview of the development of simulation in health care 
training and current simulators available to health care educators. The research published 
on use of human patient simulation is then reviewed. This research emphasizes both 
effectiveness of simulation training aud 8atisWon with this methodology. Much of the 
published simulation redlsarch has been done in the area of anesthesiology. The use of 
high-fidelity human patient simulation is relatively new in nursing education and studies 
are limited. A majority dthe simulation studies in all amas of health care have 
significant limitations due to small sample size. 
History of Simulator Use in H d i h  Care Edkcatl'm 
Medical educators realized over 100 years ago that didactic education must be 
b a l d  with clinical practicum. W i a m  Osler, Physician-in-Chief at Johns Hopkins 
School of Medicine in the 1870'q hiroduced this concept into his medical instruction 
and is felt to have revolutionized medical education with his method of teaching students 
at the patient's bedside (Johns Hopkins, 2004). In a hhion unique for the time, Osler 
"not only required his students to perform autopsies but took them with him to observe 
his treatment with patientsn (Houle, 1976). 
In 1910, the Flexner Report , a report sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation and 
named for author Abraham Flexner, proposed that medical schools combine the 
instruction of science with clinical subjects taught by scholarly physicians (Hizttt & 
Stockton, 2003; Hotez, 2003; Papa & Hara9ym, 1999). The report, "Medical Education in 
the United States and Canada: A Report to the Gunegies Foundation for the 
Adwcement of Tea&&," summarked Flmer's s u M o n s  about the state of medical 
education after he visited 155 schools. He noted that medical education at the h e  was 
predominantly either comphely didactic instruction or atype of apprenticeship without 
didactic instruction. He also noted that there was no conskWncy in the adequacy and 
quality of laboratories ae d as the training and qualifications of laboratory instructors. 
This landmark report created great changes in medical education. 
As the Flexner Report pointed out, the apprenticeship model of medical education 
was not effective. Dr. Floyd Burrou& chronicled experiences of medical students at the 
turn of the twentieth century (Burroughs, 1966). He reminisces that medical students 
would sit on wooden benches waiting to peer over the shoulder of the surgeun during 
surgery to learn as much as they could about the procedure until they had enough 
information to perform surgeq themselves. 
Health care educators have since noted the benefits of allowing students to 
practice in a simulated en- as they learn procedural skills prior to performing 
them on real patients. John S. Lundy ofthe Mayo Clinic proposed the establishment of an 
anatomy laboratory in 1925 to provide medical students the opportunity to practice 
surgical techniques @Uis & Bacon, 2003). Cadavers were used for anatomical study. 
Lundy observed that surgical fellows that @ced surgical techniques in the anatomy 
lab later perfermed more skillfally in the room. He then developed a simulation 
program by reCregting an 0- room environment in the anatomy laboratory. 
Surgical fellows were obsesved in performing procedures under conditions dmilae to 
those in the operating room and were given valuable feedback on their performance. At 
the time, however, use of cadavers was limited to large medical teaching hilities. 
Without the use of cadavers, Wca was done during actual meal M e n ~ e s .  
Medical educators in the early twentieth century recognized the need for better medical 
training methodologies. 
Consequently, as manufacturing techniques improved, low-fidelity models were 
developed to simulate the human body and allow students the ability to learn invasive 
procedures. One of the first models used by nursing students was '%.Chase," a life- 
sized mannequin used during the early 20th century (Henmann, 1981; Nehring & 
Lashley, 2004). Other models were made to simulate all or parts of the body for use in 
leanoing specific skills. 
As technology has advanced so have health care simulators. The development of 
screen-based simulation models grew as computer technology has advanced. These 
simulation programs allow students to use on-screen text and graphics to assess simulated 
client cases, choose thesapeutc actions, and evaluate the effects of the chosen actions. 
Programs such as 'Body" (Smith, Zwart, & Beneken, 1972) and ''Gamau" (Philip, 1986) 
allow students to learn in a virtual reality environment and elucidate pharmamkinetic and 
pharmacodynmic prowme5 of mediration administration. Doyle (2004) points out that 
strength of this type of simulation is the ability to help students to learn abstract concepts. 
Also, the screen-based simulations are portable and relatively inexpensive. 
Lack of realism ami practical "hands on" &kill training are criticisms of screen- 
based computerized simulations (Doyle, 2004). These limitations have led to the 
development of the mannequin/model-based high fidelity mmputerked simulator. One of 
the first simulation models to incorporate computwization was S h o n e .  Developed for 
training of anesthesiologists at the University of Southern Cdiibmia in 1967, this early 
patient simulator had pulses, could breuth, and responded to medications (Abrahamgon, 
1997; Denson & Abrahamson, 1969). In the 1970'q "Harvey," a cardiology patient 
simulator was introduced. This s i m b r  is able to recreate many physical aspects of the 
cardiology examination and continues to be used today in he& care education. The 
American Heart Association W u c e d  "Rescusi Anne'' about the same time as 
card iopulmo~ resuscitation p r d s  were introduced. The early prototype focused on 
airway management and basic Life support techniques (JAW, Slavin, & Ziv, 2001; 
American Heart AssocMon, 1997). 
Currently, patient simulators are available that incorporate the wmputer 
technology of today with a ikll-sized manu& Two primary mrtrmfacturers are 
Laerdal, who produce Sim Man, and Medical Educatl-on Technologies, Inc. (METI), who 
have developed the Human Patient Simulator. Specialized simulators are also available. 
An example of a specialized simulator is the NOELLe birthing and maternal simulator. 
The simulator and teaching system, m a n u h e d  by Guamard Scientific Company, Inc., 
can provide health care students with the complete experience of assessing and caring for 
a patient during childbirti~ A resuscitation infant is also included with the simulator to 
allow students practice in emergency care ofthe neonate. 
METI's Human Patient Simulator is a hi&-fidelity simulator. It is a life-size 
mann- that breaks, hes palpable pulses, heart and lung sounds, pupils that react to 
light, and the ability to produce urine. It may be altered to be either male or female. The 
simulator is programmed to respond to medications and other treatments as a human 
would. The default setting is programmed to respond as a healthy young male, labeled 
Standard Man or Stan, for short. Other health condition settings are progranuued into the 
simulator and the instructor using the simulator can develop health condition d o s  
and alter the simulators responses accordingly. A child-size simulator is also available for 
pediatric simulations (METI, 2004). 
Human patient simulators have moved beyond offering students just the ability to 
learn anatomy or practice tschniques or procedures. Today's students learn the aspects of 
true patient care when working in the simulation laboratory. They see the simulators' 
responses to actions and the consequences of decisions made and actions delivered. 
Students develop critical thinking and the diagnostic skills as they react to the simulators' 
responses. 
Another type of medical simulation found in the l i i  refers to the simulated 
or standardized patient. This teaching strategy requires that a person play the role of a 
patient. The health care student interviews the patient and may perform certain aspects of 
physical assessment (Yoo & Yoo, 2003; Gibbons, Adamo, Padden, Ricchudi, Graziano, 
mine, & Hawkins, 2002). Care for the simulated patient may be proposed but actual 
lands-on treatment is limited. Treining is required for the standardized indi6duals to 
allow them to portray certain types of patients accurately and consistently (Lane, Slavin, 
& Ziv, 2001; Ebbert & CoMors, 2004). This type of simulation requires l i e  technology. 
Comput&sdSMon inMedimliMwdon 
Computerized patient simulriton were first used in medical education, specifically 
in anesthesiology, cardiology and emergency trauma management (Sanders, Haas, 
Geisler, & Lupien, 199-8; Marshall, Smith, Gorma~  Krummel, Haluck, & Cooney, 2001; 
Treloar, Hawayek, Montgomery, & Russell, 2001; Holcomb, Dumire, Crommett, 
Stamatwis, et al, 2002). S t u b  have shown benefits and positive effects of simulation. 
Issenberg (1999) and his d a t e s  identitied many benefits of simulation trainiog and 
agsessment and are as fo11ows: (a) predictable behavior; (b) siilatorn are not stressed or 
embarrassed as real patients are; (c) iindings can be accurately record& (d) simulators 
can be repeated hpent ly  with fidelity and reproducibility; (e) can be used without risk 
to humans in case of error; aad (0 procedures can be practiced that would cawe risk to a 
human if a lifethreatening event were not in place. Many reports in the literature explain 
how to d l i s h  a HPS program in health care education programs and provide examples 
of case scenarios and other auricular ismes that need to be addressed (Halamek, Kaegi, 
Gaba, Sowb, Smith, Snrith, & Howard, 2000, Sdas & Burke, 2002, Gordon & 
Pawlowski, 2002; Friedrich, 2002; Gordon, Oriel, & Cooper, 2004 ; Ziv, Wolpe, Small, 
& Glick, 2003; Multak; Euliano, Gabrielli, & Layoq 2002, Kiriaka, 2000, Wantman & 
Chlnq 2003). 
Gaba and DeAnda (1989) used a screen-based simulation program in anesthesia 
training to evaluate anesthesia students response to simulated critical incidents 
(endobronchial intubation, occluded intravenous catheter, atrial fibrillation with 
hypotension, breathing circuit dismMBCtion, and cardiac amst). The most life 
threatening inciden@-cdiac arrest and breathing circuit disco~ection-were 
discovered quickly by all 29 subjects and wrrerkien achieved quickly, within 53 seconds 
+I- 39 seconds. IV catheter occlusion was the incident noted with the least speed (238 
seconds average) but once dimered, was quickly corrected by al l  subjects. Students in 
the study were of different l e d  of education and this was found to be a significant 
factor in speed of detection of problems (p < 0.005). Both students and instructors who 
participated in the study f& that the screen-based simulator was highly educational. 
Bearman and Cssnik (2001) and Bearman (2003) also studied m d d  students' 
reactions to learning adivitica with a ''virtd patient." Two types of computerkd 
simulations were e v a l d - o n e  with a narrative strum and another with a problem- 
solving structure. F i  revealed that students responded to the "virtd patient" as 
they would a real patient. S m h t s  rated the narrative structure as qualitatively betrer than 
the problem-solving structure. There was no quantitative difference in acceptability 
between the two struotures. 
When using the high-fidelity human patient simulator, health care educators 
realize the need to find if this leamhg is as effective as traditional laboratmy and clinical 
learning. Byrne and Greaves (2001) found only four studies prior to 2001 that examined 
validity and reliabiity of tools to measure student performance in anesthesia simulation. 
Another p u p  of researchers surveyed users of patient care simulators worldwide and 
found that use of simulators fbr assessment of performance was underutilized (Morgan & 
Cleave-Hog& 2002). This was felt to be partially due to lack of raearch on simulator 
implementation for performance assament and lack of standardized, reliable and valid 
testing methods. Girard and W e t  (2002) postulate the same and encowaged schools 
utilizing simulator technology to work together to develop and evaluate assessment tools. 
Resesrch evaluating the reliability and validii of such tools continues to be conducted. 
(Murray, Boulet, Ziv, Woodhouse, Kras, & McAllister, 2002; Devitt, Kurrek, Cohen, 
Fish, Noel, & Szalai, 1998; Morgan, CleaveHogg, DeSousa, & Tarshis, 2004). 
Both Chopra, Gesink, DeJong, Bovill, and Speirdijk (1994) and Gaba, Howard, 
Flanagan, Smith, Fish, and Botney (1998) evaluated the clinical performance of 
anesthesia perso~el during crisis situations using HPS systems. Notiag that paper and 
testiagmaynotbeablsto~y amresswbtaneasSmineewouldd0inan 
g~tual~~auttrors~ izcdhneedtoevahrateactualc~calpracEioe .Thay 
a h  recogpined that retmqdve recall of 6 events may not prwide mqletely 
accurate inteiptahm of- and lend poorfy to of events. 
B a t h a l s o ~ d y s r u d l e d t h e a b ' ~ t o r a t e g u e h d s ~ s t a l u s e d  
only a single reter and 4 not msztwue miability between ratera. The latter e e r s  
trained five raters. Using the HPS tedmobgy, Gaba and his wo&itea vidmtaped 14 
teams of anesthesia pmvkks through 2.5 hour HPS d m .  An praditoners 
encountered the same ~c&ndw. In one scenario, a surgical patient suffered a myocardial 
infwction and cardiac amst and in h other, malignant develM. The five 
raters were inscrud on evaluation oftbe videotapes on two aspcts, technical skills and 
crisis management behavior. The The teohnical of all g r o w  were high in this study. 
Mngs of crisis management behavior varied between the groups. Agemeat between 
raters was varied with most agreement in technical skills. The authors W that the shxly 
proved that technical and behavioral aspects of pstient care d d  s u d y  be 
evaluated using HPS ~ 0 s .  
Schwid, Me, Elow, and Sivaqjan (1999) evaluated the effectiveness of a 
computer-simulated lg$,aned Cardirt0 Life Support (ACLS) s i m l h .  Forty-five 
anesthesia students and fwulty were divided into two group- simulator training group 
and a textbook-kabd goup. Parti- wtxe tested 10.1 1 nmntbs after their in 
videotaped Mega Code mred by two trained evaluators. Participants who used 
the ACLS simulation programs were shown to have significantly improved rateation of 
the ACLS guidelines. 
In a similar study, Schwid, Rooke, Michalowski, and Ross (2001) studied results 
of computer anesthesia simulation after use of a mannequin-based an&sia simubor. 
Thirty-one anesthesia midents were domized into two groups. ( h e  group d v e d  
handouts to read prior to use of the screen-based anesthesia simdator. The 0 t h  &ved 
mannequin-based training prior to the canputex screen-based simulation Students who 
received the mannequin-based simulator training performed better than the other group, 
mean of 52.6 of 95 possible points wms 43.4 points, p < 0.004. The authara concluded 
that "computer simulations with feedback are efhxive as supplementation to traditional 
residency tminhg methods for the management of medical emergencies'' 
Forresf Taylor, Postlehmite, and Aspinall (2002) discmered that anesthesia 
students wre found to improve their skills aRes ttrrining with a patient shlator. A 
group of six novice a n e W  students who had &emittent expeiiences in a HPS lab 
were followed. Scores for noprices on rapid induction of anesthesia improved gently over 
a 12 week period. These awes were compared to a group of seven post-fellowship 
anesthtits who had not mxived HPS lab training and were found to be significantly 
higher for the HFS group @ < 0.05). 
Another group af researchers (Tan, Ti, Suresh, Ho, & Lee, 2002) also studied the 
effectiveness of an HPS srperieace in medical education. Two-hundred-tm tim year 
medical students were divided into groups of 19-25. AU received a lecture on the 
physiologic changes of hypovolemic, septic and cardimgenic shock. Then, each student 
was given a trdfalse test followed by the HPS session covering the same content. The 
true/falm test was repeated after the HPS session Marked ~ v e m e n t  was seen 
faflowing the HPS session (82.1% versus 64.6%, p < 0.001). Nmety-four percent (94%) 
of the students feh that the HPS was a better teaching tool than the lecture and 76.5% of 
the students felt the HPS session raised more questions than the lecture. Niety-six 
percent (96%) of the stdents felt other content areas could be enhanced using the HPS 
but requested more time in the HPS lab and to work in smaller groups. 
Another aspect to consider in use of high-fidelity HPS systems is the student and 
instructor response to tbis type of learning strategy. Gordon (2000) studied medical 
students' response to using a human patient simulator. He found medical students rated 
the HPS experience highly and recommended simulation should be a required part of 
medical education. Twenty-seven students were mentored individually by faculty 
instructors through two scenarios, a trauma patient with hemorrhagic shock and tension 
pneumothorax and the second, a cardiac patient with marginally stable ventricular 
tachycardia A h  the semester, students who had participated in the human patient 
s i i a t o r  learning were surveyed to compare their knowledge with students who had not 
participated in the simulations. Evidence h m  both groups suggested better retention of 
key clinical knowlalge among the students in the simulator group. However, difFerences 
between the simulator group and the non-simulator group were not statistically 
significant. The author does point out that 89% of the students in the simulator group 
rated the simulation @ence positively. 
Gordon, Wierson, Shaffer, Wfiamson, and Armstrong (2001) evaluated the 
perceptions of 27 medical students and 33 medical educators after their experience with a 
highfidelity HPS mion.  The stdents were individually mentored through two 
simulation scenarios and the inshuctors worked in groups of six to eight with similar 
scenarios. The participants then completed a two-part qwstiondre about their 
m o m  of the experience. Ew-frve  percent (85%) of the students rated the session 
excellent and indicated that simulation should be a mandatory component of their 
curriculum. The educators also d the session as excellent or good (combined 85%) 
and 82% of them felt the experience should be mandatory. Thirty percent (30.4 of the 
students commented on the realism of the scenarios. Forty-four percent (44%) of the 
participants rated "practice without risk" as the primary advantage of the simulator. The 
main identified disadvantage (66%) was cost. 
Devitt and his colleagues (2001) evaluated the rqmnses of 33 practicing 
university-based anesthesiologists, 46 community-based practicing anesthesiologists, 23 
final-year anesthesia students, and 37 final-year medical students to the HPS experience. 
They identified using a 104tem scale that participants found simulation scenarios and use 
of a patient simulator highly realistic. Likewise, Bond, Kostenbader, and McCarthy 
(2001) found that pre-hospil and hospital-based personael accepted simulation training 
and were generally satisfied with simulator training Realism and the ability to see 
immediate and appropriate response to treatment were two of the most firequently 
identified rqmm. These retamhers fbund that the most common negative comments 
dealt with logistics of the training rather than the simulator itself. 
Block, Lottenber& mint, Jakobsen, and Liebnitrky (2002) evaluated student 
reaction to use of HPS for an advanced trauma life support (ATLS) course. Fourteen 
participants comple&d the skill stations using the HPS. Students reported that the HPS 
was superior to other methods of teaching airway management. They feh that HPS should 
remain as an option fbr ATLS training (mean 4.07 on a 5-point scale). Other researchers 
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in medical education have. found that shulents feel HPS training is valuable (Weller, 
2004; Wyatt and Fallowsj 2004). 
Do students need to have hands on practice with the simulator to benefit? How 
can distance education students benefit *om HPS? Via, Kyle, Trask, Shields, and 
Mongan (2004) set out to explore these questions. They comb'ied use of a patient 
simulator with distance education. The insauctor actually manipulated the simulator and 
medical students linked in real time via a distance education network observed. The 
ins&ructor wed the simulator to d e m o m e  the physiologic effects of anesthetics. A 
post-test survey indicated that 95% of the students felt this was a valuable experience. 
Eighty-three percent (83%) of students reported that they p i k e d  this type of review 
over didactic review. Some of the students had attended a hands-on experi- with the 
simulator prior to the distance education experience and 92% of these students felt the 
distance education experience was as good. Similarly, Treloar, Hawayek, Montgomery, 
and Russell (2001) found that military personnel in remote areas could receive continuing 
medical education using a HPS via distauoe educetion Participants in this study rated use 
of the HPS higher than noainteractive contirmi education. off-site training was 
accomplished using internet and telephone service. 
Only a few medid d e s  have reported negative response or results of students 
working with HPS. Graydon, Blum, Cooper, Feinstein, Lowenstein, Malov, Raemer, and 
Russell (2004) followed eight studeats who attended a thrw-day simulation course prior 
to entering their amsthesiology residency. These attendees reported strong satisfaction 
with the thretday pteparatory course. However, once the residency began, these students 
showed no incmse in comfort level or decrease in anxiety when compared with others 
wtm had not attended the t huh im preprogram. The pmptwam pdc-  also did 
aor M JatisfEsd with M M a 1  perkmnance in their residency despite the kuktion 
-. 
Kim, Kim, h4h, Yat& andNam (2W) 00mpared 57 senior medid s&dents 
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CIqni-cliaiesl 
Use of the high-6dd'i HPS with nursing students has developed over the past 
decade. Mu& of the published literature on the subject describes the simulators on the 
market and their use (Bove, 2001; Lupien & George-Gay, 2001; P e t e  2004; 
Underberg, 2003; Beyea & Kobokovich, 2004). Some ofthe articles describe planning to 
develop an HPS program ineluding writing a business plan, purchasing advice, 
infrastructure and training, and auriculum and faculty development (Haino, 1994; 
Seropian, Brown, Gavilanes, & Driggers, 2004; Seidel & Fraako, 2004, Morton & 
Raueg 2004). A variety of authors have described learning activities or case ,waatios 
developed for HPS learning (Nehhg, Lashley, & Ellis, 2002; h e n ,  2001; Spunt, 
Foster, & Adams, 2004). Anecdotal atidem% suggests that simulation is a very good 
method for learning in nursing (Lapien, 1998; Kovalsky, 2004). HPS has been usled with 
a variety of levels of n m i q  students. Sherer, Bruce, Graves, and Erdley (2003), for 
example, desaibed use of a simulator in training of acute w e  nurse practitioners. Use of 
simulation in training new graduate nurses in a simulated military medical unit was 
desrribed by Eaves and Flagg (2001). 
Nehring and Lashley (2004) reported the results of an internatonal survey used to 
examine use of HPS in mhg curricula and to evaluate students' opinions on such use. 
Surveys were sent to 66 schooIs of ming  and 150 simulation centers, hospbk, and 
other higher edwation p r o g ~ ~ ~ ~  that had schools of musing nearby. Respondents 
consisted of 34 schoois of nursing (18 university-based and 16 community college-based) 
and 6 simulation centers. The survq. consisted of 37 items designed by the authors. They 
found that commUnay college programs used HPS for more hours in all causes except 
maternity than other types of programs. HPS was used least often in graduate nursing 
programs with only 6 of 18 pmgams i n w  some type of HPS experience. Thirty 
of the schools reported less than 25% of their hcdties used HPS. Seventy five percent 
(75%) of the w h l s  reported that one faculty member bad primary responsibility for 
running the simulator. I n f o d o n  on student opinion toward the HPS use was received 
from 21 schools. Respondents reported that they felt HPS was wetid for developing 
critical thinking skills, applying theory to practice, providing for better tramition to 
clinical experience, iind providing a safe experience without risk to patients. Forty-one 
percent (41%) of respondents f& HPS should be used for competency evaluation, 11% 
felt HPS should be used for oompetemy verification in some circu- and 23% felt 
that HPS should not be used to ewhte  competency. Also of note is that only three 
schools reported that they conducted mearch about their use of HPS. 
Hotchkiss, Biddle and Fellacaro (2002) videotaped 42 student nurse ane.sthetists 
&posed to short but intense simulated aisis situations. Students were evaluated by 
trained observers. The obewrs  noted anxiety in the &dents. The observedreviewers 
also klt that the despite the anxiety, the simulation experience was "legit i ie  and 
authentic." 
Nehring, EUiq and Lashley (2001) evaluated 42 students, as well, in their study of 
the effects of HPS on learning. The studeats were studying medical-surgical nursing 
content. They were placed isto groups of five to six students and all received a one hour 
lecture on the content. A pm-test was given afte~ the lecture. All groups then participated 
in three case scenarios with the HPS. Immediately a t k  the HPS experience, a post-test 
was completed. one week later, a second post-- was administered. 
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Results showed a significant difference existed between the pre-test and the &st post-test 
(Z = -5.84, p < 0.05). No significant d3Ference was found between the two post-t&s. The 
authors attributed this to retention of information after the HPS expexience. 
In an& study of 70 musing students, perceptions of interactive, self-paced 
learning with content fkom multimedia CD-ROM which provided simulated cage 
d o 5  was wmpared to perceptions of learning with traditional didactic and skills 
training. The participants were found to be significantly more satisfied with interactive 
learning versus traditional lectures and demonstrations (Jeffries, Rew, & Cramer, 2002). 
This study did not show simcant d8erences between the two learning methods in 
regard to pre- and post-test educational assessment scores. There was a trend toward high 
selfefficacy in the interactive group. Although this study did not utilize an HPS, it did 
show benefits of an interactive, oomplterized method in nursing education. 
Two similar doctoral dissertations studied the response of graduate nurse 
anesthetists' learnins when using HPS technology. In a study of competency-based 
education, Sorenson (2002) sludied sinrulation use with 15 graduate nurse andes i a  
students using a quasi-eqmhental, one group, time series design. Stu- were 
evaluated in three diffkrent core wmpetencies on three separate o c c a s i o d e r  didactic 
coursework, after a simulation experience, and following 4 weeks of real clioal 
experience. All students chmmhated an improvement in skill when time was used as a 
measure of l d n g  success. For example, all students were able to successllly perform 
endotracheal intubation in less than 30 seconds. The author pmposes that evidence-based 
competence would be an hmative or addition to anrent licensure protocol. 
Osw& (2002) replicated Sorenson's study. She found that 73% ofnovice 
anesthesia providers (n = 15) were able to d l l y  intubate on tic& attempt (within 
30 seconds) after simulation training than prior to it. AU participants were able to 
su-11ly intubate by the second attempt. 
Feingold, Calaluce, and Kallea (2004) evaluated undergraduate musing students' 
and faculty pmmptiom ofusing an HPS. These researchers hypothesM, based on a 
l i e  review, that ctinical simulation involving assessment, clinical decision-making, 
communication, and psychomotor performame would be an adequate evaluation of 
students' clinical co- They also &It that simulation experience would provide 
transfixability to clinical practke- A 20-item survey consisting of items mainly 
categorized into three areas (realism, transfer, and d u e )  was used. Results indicated that 
d e n t s  felt that the simulator experience was an m a t e  test of clinical skills and the 
item "The technical skills taught in this came are valuable" was rated highest. Lowest 
rated was that the simulator "improved my clinical experience." AU fhculty members felt 
that the principles taught in the HPS lab would be transferred to a "real world" situation. 
However, only half of the students agreed that there would be transf-. The authors 
referred to Bemer's (1W) work on novice to expert practioe to explain this finding. 
Benner had reported that novice nurses were found to focus more on individual bits of 
infomation and "lacked a unified view of the whole." 
Ravert (2005) repmkd on her study comparing three groups of undrrgraduate 
nursing students: one group nut using HPS technology but only enrichment activitiw in 
nursing education (n = 13), one group using HPS technology along with enrichment 
activities (n =12), and a third using HPS technology along with only standard 1ecture, no 
emichment activities (n = 15). Tlae three groups were compared in regard to &tical 
thinking, self-&cacy with nursing skills, and perceptions of benefit with HPS. Leaming 
styles of the members of each group were also analyzed. Overall, critical thinking and 
self&cacy improved for all groups but no statistically s igdamt  differences were 
found between groups. The author noted that sample size limited the power to detect the 
effects of the groups' diierems. No statistical diierences in learning styles between 
groups were found. The second group members were evaluated fwtheu perceptions of 
working with the simulator. They were asked to rate the benefits of the simulator from 1 
(of little benefit) to 5 (very M c i a l ) .  AU areas evaluated were found to be perceived as 
beneficial: understanding physiology (4.08); performing nursing interventions (4.33); 
working as a team (4.42); developing confidence in abilities (4.58); and developing 
deal t b b g  (4.83). 
HasMtz and Koop (2004) propose that the HPS lab could be used as a remedial 
teclmique to assist students stmggJing in the clinical setting. In the field of anesthesia, 
this technique has been used (Rosenblatt & Abramq 2002). Hashitz and Koop discuss a 
systematic plan for remediation that includes assessment of the student' leerning needs, 
planning of remedial lessons or case scmuios, implementation of simulation sessions 
with the studat, and W e 6 n g  and evaluation of the learning experience. 
Other nursing literature on HPS focuses on the advantages and disadvantages of 
such a strategy. Alspach (1995) pointed out that simulation can approximate the reality of 
the clinical situation more closely than other classroom teaching methods. Also, 
simulation allows instructors to modify the environment, removing extraneous factors 
that might interfere with learning. HPS instruction engages learners, can offer self-paced 
instmaion, and can afford immediate feedback. Rsuen (2001) and Medley end Home 
(2005)elsopoioSoutthetHPS*m,~to~ents.~essre~edand 
. . 
sttuat.lons can be repeated so students learn aspects of care correctly. The HPS remtoes 
t h e t i m e r e q u i r e d f o r l ~ b y e o ~ ~ i n t o a s i n g l e l e a r n i n g ~ ~ w ~ ~ y  
have taken days or weeks to obtain in a clinical . Events can be paused for 
reilection and pmbh-dving. Consistent and compmble expcrimw can occur for all 
students (Medley & Horne, 2005). 
There are disadva&ges, also (Alspac.4 1995; h e n ,  2001). Cost is one ofthe 
main did-. A cmp&&d, higbfidelii s i m h  may cost S2D0,000 or more. 
o l lGethes imulatorispurcbased,~up~maintensnce,  amickaningmustbe 
pro*. F a d y  pmpamth t h e  must be consi- Once a simulator is adhble, 
~ ~ n g a n d ~ o ~ ~ p l a n n i o g m u s t o c c y r , o f t e n M g u i t e t i r a e  
comming. Student p d n n a a w  aoldety may also be a problem. The HPS eqdence is 
most beneficial if a small number of are present per mion and this may limit 
access to the simtltetor. Altbugh the simulation scenarios are m&y-based and can be 
widely varied, there is no way to replicate all possible events 
Cmhm'm 
Conclusions drawn &om the d e w  of literature are: 
1. Advances in teehado@ aml the need to provide realistic clinicat exp&&~ces in 
medical & d o n  led to the development ofthe human patient simulator. 
2. The medid litgltwre, p r i d y  in the areas of rmesthesology, d o l a g y  and 
e m q p q  medicine, w r t s  the heuse of HPS in medicsl education. 
3. Nurping educational research on the use of HPS is limited but does support use of 
this method. 
4. Further research mdrepbtbn ofrewwrch in this area of musing education is 
needed to establish iqmrtmt mans about this methadology. 
5. Remch is needed to prove that HPS technology can pmvide redistic and 
e@&ive chid pilrrrrlm in a risk-tiee environment. 
The purpose of this study was to determine the perceptions ofaw%igte degree 
nursing students of leatninp, wing a human patient simulator. Technology dows a 
variety of new teaching strategies to be incorporated into health care h t i o n .  A high- 
fidelity human patient simulator is such a strategy. Adequate d y s i s  of e8Pediveness 
and value of the HPS must be donein order to justify the expanse and use of student time 
with this methodology. This chapter outline the methodology and design of this 
descriptive study. Subject selection and description are inoluded. The data collection 
imtmment, data collection pmdtms, data analysis, and limitations are also described. 
Resaarch Method 
A descriptive design was c k  to study and explore the perceptions of associate 
degree nursing students of letwing using HPS. Polit, Beck and Hungler (2001) have 
defined descriptive m h  as research whose main objective is the accurate portrayal of 
the ch-ic of pamu, situations, or groups, and the ikequency with which certain 
phenomena ocour. Desdptive r e s a d  is impom for exploring behavioral 
phenomenon and phps an important role in educational research. The purposes of 
descriptive research ape: (1) to discover significant variables in the field situation; (2) to 
discover and explain relatiom among variables; and (3) to lay the groundwork for later 
testing of hypothem (Kerliager, 1986, Krmpfer & McLeUan, 19516; Fraenkel& Wallen, 
ZoOO). 
Subjecf SBIectrctrm t ilhwiptim 
A wnwdetm sm@u$ t e c b k p  WM utilized far this d y .  Con*
s a m p ~ ~ h a w b v r t h ~ ~ r m d d i s a d v a n t r g e s . D u e t o t h e ~ m n n b e r  
of the subjeds, a c m v h  &@ ta%ique g d l y  allows the r e s a d w  to get 
am adequately-&xi laampda However% rdmid~n-the most M e  m&hod to 
select a s a m p l ~ s s  not used. Due to the lack ofrandombtbq c o d e a c e  sampling 
may predispose the r e e a d m  to a b i d  or umpmeatative, c o d e a c e  sample; thus, 
the results of a stuay usiag a aaaweaieaee .sample are very limited in theif 
gendizability. Polit, Be& and Hmgler (2001) saggest the commiema m p 1 e  is ths 
weakest form ofsalnpiing. 
The subjects d s t d  of students enrolled in the hnal semester ofthe asso&te 
d e g r e e r m r s i n g p r o ~ a t a m ~ ~ c a l  wllegeinalddwestemcity. 
~orty-thret ~ t u d e  in tbe ~ 1 8 ~ s .  W-SWW ofthe studeats chow to 
~cipateinthestudy(~%~rafe,n=37).MDftheatudentsb~time 
intheHPS l a b a t t h e ~ f a r t l n z s ~ v e ~ m r r s i a g .  Inthemiddleofthe 
p ~ ~ t & 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I " c o u r s e . T h i s c o u r s e f o c u s e s  
on developing the skills mudud to m&mge multiple clisnts and priorities. The next course 
isIot~~~Proctioe~course.Tfiiscourseallowsdientstoeontirmetoh 
mmgement ofmnplsm dh t s  and introduces management of clients with n m d  health 
issues. The flaal OOUE~R dk&g HPS training is ''Advmcd Ntffeing Mae." S-s 
manage groups of dients with w m p k  life-- h i t b  dtmtb118. 
Avarietyofcsgesoeaarioslmve beendevdqed f o r e a c h ~ s e ~ i n  
wmplexity fiom the i n temd& wurse to the advanced course. During the first 
intermediate nursing WWSZI, example cnse Was include a patient with kidney stones 
(nephrolithiasis) who has pain management con- and r q u k s  diaeplostic test 
preparation. The mid-level counre includes such case scenarios as an emphysema patient 
who develops pneumenit and a patient who has taken a drug overdose. The advanced 
musing course includes cardiac arrhythmia scenarios and d o s  involving shock states 
and respiratory di- req&ng mechanical ventilation Students work in groups of four 
to care for each ofthe simulated patients. Other students may be present in the lab and 
will either observe the activities or play roles of pltarmacist, chaplain, etc. Case &os 
include initial report of patient status at onset of care, initial awBsment and review ofthe 
patient's medical record, providing necessery care and treatment, and documentation of 
the care provided. Sessions are usually two hours in length A short time is left for 
delniefing. During this time, students review the effectiveness oftheir actions and, if not 
effective, discuss ways that care could have been improved. This session is extremely 
important if the simulated patient has not improved or has died. (A benefit of the 
simulated experience is that the instructor can reverse an error or KSLW the scenario to 
allow the students to have a successfil outcome.) 
The students range in age h m  19-50 years of age. They vary in amount of 
previous health care experience. All students have been trained and certified as nursing 
assistants but no work experience is required. A few of the students are reh;uning licensed 
practical nurses who desire to advance to the registered nurse level. With graduation &om 
the technical co- with an associate degree, the graduates take the National Council of 
State Boards ofNursing state board licensing examination (NCWX) for licemure as 
registered nurses. 
~heHpslab~~inthehedths~ieercesbnil~onthsteebtiiralc~~s 
~ . T h e l & d s t s d a ~ ~ R r o a m a d a B n a r d l  wish 
ambulance doors that apento siawlate tabg a pati& f b m  an mbufance a d  briaging 
~ d i r e e t l y i a S o ~ E R ~ L ~ s a n d s i r e n s m a v l r i 1 ~ e t o m a k e h ~ n  
seem even more resfistic. Attrrched to the ptbnt room is a oontrd room. The 4 
room door cen be c l o d  W sepsratetk a p a t o r / i i  h m  the students. m e r ,  a 
maway mirror does ellow obmwti~n of- activity throughout the sinad-. 
~~,the~isaet~~~videoeamerastoltllowevenfurthervisual~nof 
~&tyandtoaaableirwtruotorsWtDpethe&ofthestudentsforlatar 
evahhn. Adjwmi to &he lab is a small classmom for p and post-Mation 
discamion and debrieiing. 
ThelabksEsffedbytwoI11-timet~ciianswho~~hsimulstorandby 
o n e c I i n i c a l i n s t r u c t o r ~ e d t o t h % ~ l i a i c a l c o u r s e ~ t h e l a b , N i ~  
lnshuctorshavg~acti\rtrintheeed~dwu~gesPt~~otanQtlieroverthepast 
two years. A major& &the h d t y  received initial training on HFS opatian. With the 
technician acOually the simulator, however, the t he in  gemally have only 
~ n s i b i l i t y w i r b S e I ~ e n d ~ ~ o f t h e c a s e ~ a n d n a t ~ b a s i c  
cantrd operation of the wait. '3% kxhkian takes care of the operrdion daxygen and 
o t k  gases, fluids, and amputer htedam~ requirsd by the simuhttor in addition to 
muhe mking of mppb, clean@ a d  rrmintenanoe of the skidator and o t k  related 
~ ~ ( c a r d i a c l a o n i t o r a a d ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ I V i I t f u s i o n i n t m p s ,  
ete). During the semester ofdata collection, a new technician was lrired who is also a 
registered nurse. Hc worked ctosely with faoulty and the original technician who is well- 
versed m operafion of the HPS and has a background as a ppramedic. 
The high-fidelity HPS is shred by the health programs at the technical college 
The HPS is heavily used by musing, paramedic, and emergency medical technician 
programs. The respiratory cam technician program, new to the tdaical college, will also 
soonusethelab. Theenwpmymedical servicesintheareahaveusedtheHPSfbr 
required competency ceatification testing. Also, physicians, nurses, and r e s p h o q  
therapists &om local ItoqMs have used the lab for team treiniag and disaster 
preparedness training. 
iiwinmedon 
A 20-item survey was used for this study. The survey was adapted fkom a version 
written by Feingold, Calaluee, and Kallen (2004). These authors gave the researcher 
permission to use their inrrtnUnent. Parts of this tod were used as the tool also evaluated 
musing students' perceptioas of using a HPS and the degree to which students felt there 
was trans- of laming to clinical practice. L i e  the current study, Feingold, 
Calaluce, and Kallen ehose similar aspects of clinical simulation to evaluate: assessment, 
clinical decision-making, communication, and psychomotor per tkmm.  20-item 
survey did not contain all of the items chosen by this r d e r  to include (i.e., "the 
temperatureoftheroomwasoomf~1en)sowasnotusedinitsentirety.~the 
tool was modifled by the researchex for this study. 
No reliability or validity &metes are available for this tool. Other resouroes used 
in the development of the tool included similar surveys by Halamek, et al(2000) and 
Block, et a1 (2002). Twelve graduate nurses who had participated in HPS experiences 
before their graduetion were asked to review the survey and provide feedback. They 
agreed that the items listed were important aspects of simulation learning. There were no 
suggestions for additional items or changes in items. Additkndy, the survey was 
reviewed by 20 nursing insauuors that work in the simulation lab at the technical college 
t o v e r i f y c o ~ ~ t y . O v e r a l ~ t h e ~ c t o m v a r y i a g ~ ~ y ~ o f ~ g  
experience to over 25 yews eqerimce, made minor wording changes to the tool but 
otherwise supported the content of the tool aad the introductory information given. The 
introductory parsgraph discuclses the rationale for the survey, citing a quote &om the 
manufacturer on the benefits of HPS use. 
The s w e y  includes a Likert-type rating scale which lists the 20 items rated by 
subjects. Rating scales or attitude scales determine distinctions of the degree to which an 
anitude is possessed by individuals. The Likert-type scale (named after developer Rensis 
Liiert), also called d v e  rating scale, consists of several declarative statements 
expressing a viewpoint on the topic being studled (Polit, Be& & Hungler, 22001). Rating 
scales allow atiitudes and beliefs to be meawed quantitatively and can be adapted to 
many needs of behavioral researchers (Kerlinger, 1986, p. 455.) 
The tool for this s&y uses a 5 point scale: 5 (SA) = strongly agree-, 4 (A) = 
Agree; 3 (N) =Neutral; 2 (D) = Dkagme; and 1 (SD)= Strongly disagree. The twenty 
statements on the tool describe various aspects of HPS experiences and were drawn .from 
the research gutstiom. AU ofthese aspects are vital to the role of the registered nurse and 
include physical assessment, decision-making, skill performance, and prioritization. In 
addition, of course, the tool asked about a key aspect of the study: student satisfaction 
with the HPS eqmience (See Appendix A). 
Demograph+cdatawasalso~aspattofthetool.PanuneEers ofage, 
gender, previous edu& experience, and previous musiag eZprigllce were inhded. 
The results of the survey are compared to the demogqhic pmmtem to armwer some of 
the researoh questions. 
Table 1 
C o A y x P n s o v l ~ ~ ~ ~ t o S r r r v L y I t ~  
12.?Bepaa:oftbesinmlationreflededtbeflowd 
an aaoal clinical sating. 
4. Do~dcgreenurs iugst ldeots  1. T h e ~ o r i s a ~ ~ t Q o l f O r ~  
believe that work@ in the human patient 
-a==-. 
gimnletor laboratory offers them real-world 
wcslexper*easinragsrdto: 
9. Theclhrid--w-iatbe 
HPS lab erevaluable 
iii d 3. ' I b e a c e n a w s ~ m y ~ f i  
wi=== l l . M y i n m a i m * ~  
clinicelooolpehaase. 
13.TSlesimolatoralloan;dmetoputtbeoryinto 
practice. 
. .. iv. PnamPtion 8. Tfrepliaitizatioa-~byusing* 
simulator are valuable. 
6. I s ~ a d i & m a % i n p m q # h d  
satbshrtion- on: 
i. Age 
iii Priarwolkand 
tdncPtiaBll-? Damg@& 
Da#a Colkcfion Pmadms 
E v e r y ~ i o n w e e G a k e n t o ~ 9 u b j ~ f r o m a n y p h y s i c a l o r ~ h .  
None was anticipated. Dab 0 0 ~  was completed after epprovPl of the Iasrmuronal , . 
Review Board at the Univmity of mgcoasin-Stout. Approval for surveying of students 
has been received h-om both the campus administrator of health and the program director 
of nursing at the technical college. The technical college had no institutional review 
board. 
Foe-three students in the final semester of the associate degree nursing program 
were asked to complete the survey during a class period near the end of the ten-week 
clinical course, " A d v d  Nursing Practice." During this course, all students completed 
the final three HPS d o s .  The reaeiucher explained the study and reasons for data 
collection. Par&icipation was voluntary. A separate cement form was provided to students 
to verify their consent. The survey did not include names or other identifying data. 
Students were given up to 30 minutea to complete the survey. However, no one took 
longer than 20 minutes Surveys were separate h m  the consent forms. Students wishing 
to receive results of the study were provided contact infnmation ofthe researcher to 
request a summary of the muits. A summary will be mailed or sent vial e-mail by the 
researcher to any participants requesting feedback. Thirty-seven students chose to 
complete the surveys. 
Data Analysis 
Respondents rated each item according to the degree of agreement or 
disagreement. The items were then be scored by adding each item's rating (1 through 5) 
and computing the mean. Descriptive statistics and t-tests were used to answer the four 
research questions. This was completed using the Stahtical Package for the S d  
Sciences for Windows (SPSS) program to look for relationships between the ratings and 
the demographic data. 
Limnntatiom 
Limitations of social, s c i d c  and educational reaearch generally come ffm 
sampling inadequacies, me tho do lo^ weaknesses and statistical deficiencies. This 
study is no exception. W& any study using a small convenience sample, a certain degree 
of bias is possible. The sample size was small, 37 students. This limits the 
generaiizabii of the results. As discussed in Chapter One, this study only focused on 
nursing students in an d a t e  degree nursing program enrolled at CVTC. Results may 
also not be generalikable to other two-year musing programs, bawdaureate or masters' 
level nursing students or to students in other health care disciplines who may also use 
human patient simulator tdm~logy. 
This study focused on the human patient simulator as method of instruction. The 
method is relatively new to the ins t~c to~s  at the kh ica l  college. This may have altered 
the students' level of satisfaction with the HPS. Although the students all were 
challenged with the same case scenerioq the instruchrs varied and this may have also 
altered students' d s k t i o n .  The students spent time in the HPS lab during a time when 
the college was going through a buildiig project and a tempomy lab was set up over the 
summer months when one of the courses was held. This change in the simulation setting 
may have altered satisfaEton with the learning. 
The fifth reaeamh question asked, "Is there a differam in student perception of 
satisfaction based on prior experience with other simulators." Unfortunately, when the 
demographic item questions were developed, previous simulation use was inadvertently 
omitted. The students were asked about theii previous educational experience but not 
about their previous simulator use. This disacpacy did not allow this research question 
to be answered. 
Another limitation may the attitude and coopemtion of the students. Students were 
asked to complete the wwey during their fmal semester of the a s s o c e  degree nursing 
program, all of which are very busy and diEcult for many students. This may have 
affected the willingma of studeats to participate. Also, some students may not have 
tmhftdly answered the qwstions. Seven of the 43 students did not wish to participate. 
One student completed the first ten items on the tool and the demographic data but not 
questions 11-21. Another seven students did not complete the demographic data sheet. 
This h ther  decreased the sample size or the usability of some of the surveys. 
Rating scales also have weaknesses. As with any attitude measure, the reliability 
and validity of such tools can be questioned. This survey was partially developed by the 
research and partially a revision of an existing tool (Feingold, Calaluce, &Kdken, 2004). 
Likewise, the tool used in this study does not have established reliability and validity 
measures. 
T o c x ~ l p e n s a t e ~ r f o r ~ t h e ~ t y m e m b e r s a t  CWCwereasked 
to review the survey to wshtete k content validity. A few suggeshns for minor 
changes in wording were made but no s i i c a n t  changes to content were suggested. 
Faculty members expmsed both verbally rind in writing that the items on the survey 
rdected major mnpekmcies required of the registered nurse and were definitely goals of 
HPS learning sessions. No pilot testing was m r m e d .  
sunrmcay 
This exploratory study aimed to d e t d e  associate degree rmrSing students' 
perceptions of learning using HPS technology. A group of 43 students were asked to 
complete a 20-item mey to complete the evaluation. AU the students were in the final 
semester of the nursing program and will have had three sepamte experience in the HPS 
lab. Scores for each of the i tem were added and a mean w e d .  Results were 
evaluated to answer the fist two research questions. The final two research questions 
were answered by compadng survey results with demographic data. Results h m  the 
study were used to evaluate the caurent use of the HPS at the technical college and to 
develop a plan for W e r  use of this technology. 
Choaffer IV: Remits 
IntrAction 
T h e ~ e o f t h i s s a v d p w r a ~ t o ~ e a s ~ t e d ~ n u r s i n g ~  
pemptions of leerning -a human patient simulator. The E& of tba study are 
reported in this chapter. &s&@iive statistias, t-tests and analysis OfVerianee were 
~ t o ~ t h e d m B D d 8 n % ~ e r t h e ~ c h ~ o n 5 .  
Desa7pon of tke 
The demogqhic c&ma&ks ofthe sample of associate degeee 
students included cdl& of data on age, gender, previous eduGetional eqmiencq and 
previous nursiug experkme. This data was wllecaed h g h  a h - q u &  additkd 
sheet attached to the HPS satmy. The demographic8 are dismd first followed by each 
individud research question. 
Age. Tbkty-smea sttdmts completed the suwey. S w a  shudeats did not ~mplete 
the demographic data of the nuvey (18% of the t a ) .  O f h  that anmmd 
these questions, 1 1 students bto the 18-25 age group (30 %) aztd 11 weir in the 26-30 
age group (3%). percQnt (8%) (3) were in the 3 1-35 age gmup. There was one 
respondent for 6 of the 3 W ,  4145, and over 5Q age mups (3Oh). The 46-50 age 
mup had two (5%). 
45 
8- 
6 
1. 
2. Onr 50 
F&nm I .  Distribution of Age 
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." :9 ;- , Table 2 3%-. . >;;.? I. ::> 
~. >-4; ~:~ :; 4 . AT.. 
, .  X<' 
'.:'*, ~ > ;~. ;i.. .. : .,a Age Disbjhffm .~ , 
Age Group Wtrmkof- (n=37) Pmmtqe 
18-25 11 30% 
2630 11 -= cc:s.,sf j:,. 30% 
3 
.,. 
31-35 7% '! f: wo 
. , .  
36-40 1 
' 6  I .  3% 
4 1-45 1 
:.h, *;:i*-; 
. .- 3% f 1. . , .'& 
2 ,. %>. > :.~;= 46-50 , 3% 
'!. . >$&--. ,,-..&'? . ; 
Over 50 1 -, ,. '.. 5% .. . , 
? .  . > . 7 '  : < -. . 
. - .  
No m p m m  7 . >x .. 1% 
Total 37 100% 
Gender. T b , ~  both d e  and female students in tlm clnss. As noted &we, 
this &on. Those that did m a c e  represestetive of 
the avemge gender of nurses, with 90% of the students %mde and lP? of the 
sa&nts.males. (Of* 7% were female, 8% were ma14 an$ &dais 
respond.) In 2000, fhe number of male llurses was estimrmd at 5.&% {S . Jdt8aon, 
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Soe~Fri~&S~s~~OYblr~paetfewyears,themtlloberd&~ s 
per class at the odlaa.&BPSxmged  one to five. 
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Ge& Distnstnb&m 
Gender Nurnber p- 
Female 27 73Y0 % . 
.7 - Male 3 8% : :. .. ,~ : 
. 
., 
~. 
No m 7 19% : ~ .  . 4 
Total 37 10VA 
Previw l?dnm&d .t&p&me. another fbtm that nuqr hrrve.ttfF&&d the T ... 
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. . students' pereqth d d&ainn with HPS &enw eould have been p e v h s ,  .: , . J 
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educational expdmw Fa- of& respomfing 37 stwleats (37%) hadhigh school 
&cation only. Ten atudaxM (2%) had hsdvad a pwbw ~~ degree. S.ix 
students (17%) had p v h s  p r e v i o u r m  $egreea. Noiwpodng sudmtsinthe sample 
had a Braduate -. G:: - -  -; -; --. ' x.. 
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Table 4 
M o u s  Educatiod Exqwkmw NumBerofS- P e ~ ~ t a g e  
High w h I  14 37% 
M o u s M o a l  10 279-4 
M o u s b a c W s  6 17% 
Prwiaus gradmttt, degm 0 0 
No mpome 7 1Wo 
Tatel 37 1w/o 
Aeother &or that may have in+kmmdthe: pattern 
ofresponse was previoxls msEng experience. The r m h  of the 
showed that only m:studcat.repoEeed~ao ~~ nlusiug ,?qmbw, #dl giudants rrt;e 
required to bw ralcs[L a ~ ~ ~ a a s i e t a n t  come@or to kigbbg the mElsoeiate degree 
nur@h,prQgram but this studsna probably taenm bed* had not ban employed in 
numinginthepat. ~ r s a p o a d e n t s b a d p r e v i o ~ b e s n ~ e d ~ . ~ .  
Four shldmts w &d assi-ts W), t?awgmq lnedid 
t e c b n i c i w ) , o r  prior to their rmr%hg educatbn. One stwbt was a 
li~ensed@cal-~.Ot6a~hcalth~&@-inauded 
nurse kdmiGian (1), studant num irrhern (2), surgical kbnkian (I), and emergency 
kdmician (1). One student mpmted a past work expakme as o p M a s t ,  lab 
tlsistent, and 
heaitb care 
P r e V i o u s N ~ . ~  I%nk of Students - 
None 1 3% 
Certified Nursing 20 :. - 
:c * ' 
* Medical Assistant, EMT, 4 
Paramedic 
L.P.N. 1 
0th 4 
.;- I,,; lie% 
No tlnswm 7 : ~, .' .. ~.* 1 PA 
, # ::-c 
. ,. . --. 
Total 37 la% 
and 21). The &st item to deal with this nrwanh cplcstion, item 5, stated "I wss 
sctual clinical s e w . "  This shkmmt hPd a mean score of 3.53, the hest in the mvey 
but stilljuaffabowtbemediw momef3.00. "The time o&d intheHPS MY was 
item to receive a rating by any putidpant of "strongly dimgwz.'' Item 20, Y am satisfied 
with the HPS e x p e t i ~ "  +ed a mean ecare of 4.14. The t b l  stmq question, 
item 21 which '%%&l, the experiaoe of working with c&mxd my 
learning," readvd a soort 64.28. The finlli two items really facus on the exact 
resarch quegtionasg-ed snd were rated quite highly. Table 6 sum* these r eds .  
Table 6 
Starcracnt ~ = A g r c t ~ ~ -  
5. IlBlicveIaasadeclusEely 0 2 7 23 5 3.84 .727 
prepaFad&*HPS 
---- - --  
------ 12.TBepaoeofttrssimulstiod 0 1 9 21 33.837tm- 
rellodedthefloordanrchrml 
elidc9l- 
1 7 . I a m p a t i a 6 e d ~ t B e ~  0 1 12 M 4 4.14 683 
=mu==. 
2 Q . l h e t i m c a b i C a c d m ~ ~  1 7 2 21 5 3.61 1.050 
m-aae4pup 
21.Ovdl.the-of 0 1 3 22 10 4.28 366 
WOW with tbe simulatoa 
enBsncsdm- 
- r 
anssrered this 
realistic tool for "remivadal~leanmof4.16. Thenext 
ihare, item 2 ("The sceslrrioe used with the heairnulator maatcs real-life siftrr80nil") had a 
mean score of3.97. Tfaa sase fw itern 7, "The sifnalotor aceearlow xw ~ c , "  
simulation d a t a  the &w of an G Y M  -' an8 it rewid a mean sum d3.53. 
Table 7 
51 
Resea& &Do &it-- bdbveHPS 
experiences iolpmw Wt  den^^ dvntion? Next, were dtd if they 
believed the HPS E a e ~ t h e i r c O n g b a n d ~ T h t c e W  
d e d  this mpect &the HPS learning emhnment (See Ta% 8). Two items rating 
i n d ~ ~ ~ ~ t r , a r o r g i n e i n ~ s ~ l a b & ~ r a t e t t ~ ~ s  
o f 3 . 8 1 a n b 3 . 6 9 . ~ ~ t s l e a m ~ b y t h e s i n n u t a t O r ~ m u r s , f t e m ~ w a s  
related highly, b m e m  (4.22)). 
Table 8 
Rcwfmch ~~~~ 3: 
Remarch &&on 4 IZo wmxhte d m  nursing bdim that 
prioritizahn? This guestion was d v a k k .  TTaMa 9 lists the &%r this 
mewoh quastiaa TBe aged t& the shuktion a p w b m  dowed thean to 
gain essential ndng skills ofpatient awssment, c h i d  deerslsll-knaki , . % 
rated item 
52 
inthestudywas"me 
mean score of4.43. 
S m w i t h  aqreriencewasratedwithitems 1 and 19. Item 1, 
"The s i m u I ~ t o r ~ ~ ~ ~ f o r ~ ~ ~ 8 1 1 1 e a t , ~ ~ v z d a l e e a n ~ r e  
of4.16."WoridngFpitlrthesimUlator~me~~petient~"~19, 
received a meen soopeaf3.72. 
rew to eKp&ma with clinical deoieio*dg was 
c v a l u a t ~ b y l o o k i n g a t h ~ o f t w o i t e m s . I t e r n 4 , ~ ~ c e ~ d e ~ a i t i c a l  
thiekingand " &ppad the high mesn soore of 4.43. The mean m r e  of 
item9, % e ~ c a l ~ ~ J l d l l s t a u g h t m t h e H P S l a b a r e Y a l u a b l e . " w a s a l s o  
high at 4.32. 
Imp1 
11, 13,16,and 1 8 ) . ~ ~ ~ 3 , ~ e ~ B o p e r i e a o e i m p r o ~ m y  
technical Ws," d v s d a  BIL?&I score of 3 .a .  Item 11, "My intsraotion with the 
s h l a t o r ~ m y ~ ~ " h a d a m t e n g ~ 0 r e d 3 . 8 3 . A ~ s c o r t t d  
4 . 0 3 w a s W f o r ~  13 ( " T h e ~ a ~ o w e d m e t o p u t t h ~ i o d o ~ " ) a n d  
16 ("The simukdkK helped me to mansge chicel emwgemh e f f d d f ) ,  Item 18, 
"TheHPS l a b e x p e & s w g a v e m e c o ~ m m y ~ c a l  skins,"rm&mdamean 
score of 3.69. 
h i ~ s f e f L a e e w n y ~ t o n w a i a g p P a o t i e e a s n u r s e g B a w t o b e  
able to manage the glraofs &~oup of patients and decawine which of the pcltlents' needs 
require immediate d o l l .  Three items, 8, 15, and 16, were mhed to this kjmrtant 
m & r ~ ' b Z i t y . f t e r n ~ ~ p r i ~ ~ s k i l l ; 9 t a u g h t b y u s i n g h s i m u l a t o r m  
valuable," received a mean score of4.32. The s k d W w  meto 
determine priority aspects of nurs&caten item 15 d v e d  o s&e of4.B. Item 
16, "The simulator helped me to mt@~I8@ clinical- d%btbdym d amem 
Table 9 
Research Question 4: F r e q t d e s w u f h  &OMS efhk&ni 
I k i a t h  
A. Awmmwlt 
1. The simulator is a 0 0 2 n 8 4.16 .N)1 
realistic tool for 
learning patient 
aSSesSmem 
19. Wodring with the B 1 12 19 4 3.72 ,701 
simdatorassiaedme 
ingatkingpatient 
data 
B. Clinical decision- 
Malring 
4. T h e d o 6  develop 0 1 0 18 18 4.43 ,647 
cribical tbk@ and 
t%zcidm- 
9. The clinical decision- 0 1 0 22 14 4.32 .a6 
makineskiUstaoPbtm 
the Hl% lab are k l e  
C. ImnlemmMion aod 
&calskill 
perfiornumee 
3. The simulator 0 3 2 27 5 3.92 ,722 
--imomved 
~technicalskiac. 
1 1 . M y ~ m w r t h  0 1 9 21 5 3.83 ,697 
the simulator impmMd 
9-compe(eaa 
13. 'I~Ic simulatorallowed 0 1 3 26 6 4.03 .609 
mtomttheorvlndo 
1 6 . T h e s i m u l a t o r b e l p e d p p p 1 p U , p F 1 1 ; 8 5 - - ~  
me to manage clioical 
emergencKs effectively 
18. The HF'S lab 0 4 7 21 4 3.69 .822 
expaiencesgaveme 
vduabk 
IS. The simulator 0 0 S 18 l3.w 4.22 681 
-he$ed -.;x\; ,"A .- 
me to determine A~~ ' .. . . 
.&$, $ .." . , - L -  a .. 
m a s p e d s o f  -- - .  -. ~. ,,...~ , ' i b  . .. 
rmrsiog m. ; .,,r r. :r 2. ,. 
16. Ibe rimnlatarhclpsd 0 1 4 24 7 4.03 .654 
Resemch QmWm 5. Is thsn a diilhnce in student perception oftdatktion 
based on prior eqmhxs arith other simulators? The specific type of data needed for 
tbis research questions was inadvertently left offthe questionnaire and only data related 
to prior educational aperhw was wkcted. This d question cannot be i l l y  
answered. AU studen& bad uPed low-fidelity simulators in previous and w e n t  
education. Wi this ~ ~ 1 ' i  simulator being the only one in the technical wllege's 
district, most shuht~ had probably bad no previous expaieme with such a simulator. 
However, this cannot be eocurately detemhed. 
Data related to previous edudonal experba was wllebed. Seven students did 
not complete the demographic data, 14 had high school degrees, 10 students had previous 
technical school &don, and 6 had bachelor's degraes. No students bad degrees 
beyond the bacblor d m  (See the discussion below). 
Research Question 6. Is there a difference in pemption of satisfaction based on 
age, gender, prior work or educahd expmience? The W research questions 
eddressed possible differewes betweern 9tudents' percqtions of HPS learning and 
demographic variables. lhmrch question 6 w@ student pemptions of satisfaction 
and age, gender, prior health care work experience and previous educational experience. 
9. ainicPll*-slrill 
valuable. 
-gollps 
w-gwpa 
Tasl 
B c E t n r o Q l ~  
w*glCup 
Tdal 
-gresps 
-PJw 
Tolsl 
- g ~ a p s  
-giolas 
Total 
-groupe 
Within groops 
Togl 
wm,¶ 
-(poops 
T W  
-m'w 
wmgronps 
T d  
-glCup 
-mw 
Total 
-gmups 
Tarpl 
-mw 
W~~ 
w 
-.ww 
-mw 
Tual 
-kmw 
witiliu 
Total 
-w'w 
-lmw 
TorPl 
mw 
-groups 
T W  
-BmnPs 
wegmups 
Taml 
-m"w 
-mv 
Tolsl 
-m 
-maw 
T 0 a  
-lmw 
-$roops 
Taw 
-lmw 
wagropps 
T d  
-gmDps 
w-grmops 
L 
level (0.023,Z @. Female #de~& rated this item dg&hdy higher then the 
analysis of varbm -AtJl a Stub#-Newmu-Keuls ndtiple raoage tmt wss used 
sigdkant at the p < 0.M level. Item 20, "I am satid& with the HPS 
eorparieawni" 9- 0.1e2.26 dt) and ifem 21, ''&era& espriem the 
57 
-@K@=m @= 0.4&,2.26 @were 
betwcm the m. ThDSB with techid and bachdor's 
satisfactian &&iy those with d y  a high dqol  diplo~aa(See Table 
12 forttiwe&). 
- - - - - - - - - 
- - - - 
- - - -  
- - - -  
1 -  ' 
' ".i- . L.s.'.. , '  
Table 11 
D@zrence Between Student Sati&etion and 
Sig. Mean Std Enw 
F Sg. t df (2-tailed) Differ-ence Diier-ence 
' . . ~ .  ; ,-*" :.>{" 'yp$ *'T;$l 
, ? .  :,' " I _ . 
1. The Equal 
simulator is Variances 
realistic Assumed 
tool for 
l d n g  Equal 
Variances 
Not 
Assumed 
2. The Equal 
scienarios variances 
wifh Assumed 
simulator 
recreate Equal 
real-life Variances 
.;<?+ , . Not 
.!?-- ', Assumed 
3. The Equal 
simulator Variances 
improved Assumed 
technical 
skills Equal 
variances 
95% 95% 
Confidence Confidence 
Interval of hterval of 
Diierence: Diwence: 
Lower upper 
-.916 ,471 


11. Tbe 
simulator 
improved 
oontidence 
12. Pace 
reflects 
flow of 
clinical 
setting 
13. The 
simulator 
allowed 
me to put 
theoryinto 
practice 
14. 
Working 
with 
Simulator 
motivated 
me to 
Assumed 
E q d  
variances 
Assumed 
E q d  
Variances 
Not 
Assumed 
E q d  
Variances 
Assumed 
Equal 
v a c e s  
Not 
Assumed 
E q d  
variances 
Assumed 
Equal 
Variances 
Not 
Assumed 
E q d  
variances 
Assumed 
Ectual 
Variances 
learn. 
15. IIPS 
klped me 
m 
ddcersrine 
piiarity 
- of 
d g  
are  
16. Helped 
- 
i3hical 
- 
ench 
17. Time 
offered was 
adequate 
18. HPS 
%ave me 
d e u c e  
ill 
techical 
Equal 
7n%trhma 
Not 
A s d  
Esd 
V d c t 8  
asaftuned 
EsuPl 
v- 
Not 
Assumed 
Equal 
Variances 
Assumed 

Taa 
-m"P 
%-F 
B Q C a a e r m  
wmgaa9s 
giolrpa 
-grwpcl 
TaQPl 
m g r e o p s  
-mw= 
Togl 
6. HPS lab 1.752 2 .876 2.161 .I35 
9. Clinical 
whabdc, 
Togl 
m g n r t l p s .  
-w-P 
Totel 
-- 
-mw 
%all 
-mw 
W7-m 
TBbl 
-P=F 
Tea  
-goep~ 
m l g m s p s  
- - 
T e a  
-grorpr 
-P-w 
Terd 
-kmw 
-m 
Togl 
Bercveen 
W i g m q s  
grmrps 
w-gmqb.9 
Tatal 
17. Time wes 
20. I am satistied wiib HPS 
-
- - 
Total 
-m'w 
wahinm'w 
T d  
-@-I= 
withingmaps 
Total 
-groups 
wilbingrrmps 
Tospl 
-@ow 
withinm'w 
Total 
-gmops 
wmgIolIps 
Total 
learning w& HPS was the W area evaluated. Two levels 0f-mc.e were 
used for the analysis: those with no previous work experkace, cePtified 
nursing assistat expience, or uwse techaidstudent marse intem (n = 22) and 
pammedic, e a q e m y  medial tedmiEian and assistent) (n = 7). 
hdepedent p u p  t-tests were lIged to compare this data There were no 
Table 13 
Itan F Sg t df Sig(2- M a u  SBg]enw 95% 
tailed DH. DM. Canf. 
MeavP1- 
Lawex 
lvdis&ic 
boolfm 
l=&Z- 
2. SC~I&OS .I83 .673 .283 27 .779 0 8  .298 -.m 
with Snn- .2in 10.074 .783 .08 399 -. 58 1 
ulator 
ncreatc 
sLills 
4. sceUUrios 
-cp 
criticaV 
*on 
maLing 
5. Adcqoate 
form 
apaiemxs 
6. HPS lab 
mimbles 
actual 
he& care 
sstting 
7. simIdam 
somfllk 
realistic 
8. Rioriti- .409 .528 -.575 27 ,570 -.20 .350 -.W 
lati~a 4734 16.920 .473 -.20 .274 4780 
skills 
valuable 
9.Qiaical ,767 .389 .I11 27 .912 .03 .292 -.566 
e- .I36 15.028 ,894 .03 .239 -.478 
m a w  
skin 
veloabk. 
10. H B  .533 .472 .720 27 .478 .19 .311 - .a1 
- .653 8.826 ,530 .19 ,273 1778 
imxeaad 
cim- 
Meme 
1L 
- 
con- 
%dem 
U. Pas 
m&eb 
Bow of 
dinical 
m 
13. Sinmbr 
alhvaa 
mupat 
- 
iePo 
e 
14. W- 
witatsira 
motZvgtcd 
=to 
fadeter- 
mine 
m 
sspeoLpM 
mPrslng 
CaIe 
16. IWpd 
me 
m=eF 
G l i r l i d  
="=@ 
@mice 
17. Tfm 
&bred 
was 
r e e d -  
dsactin 
tscecel 
19. 
f i l e  
=% 
rn 
daia 
20. I 5 l  
sawCd 
*m 
-Prxpa- 
iacca 
c-se- 
0 n t k e ~ f b r g R d e a P g l m a d d ~ ~ a b o F a ~  
withU%taq"tkeI-matrn.Thegs 
were: 
- '‘More time ad q o s m  to 'Stan' would be bentficial." 
- "1 fetl that the went s i m b  isa good laming eqerience thaugh at 
tima is umdietic. Real ciical  experience is d Wer for given 
situation%. Sibations W we may not encounter in dinical, simulator is 
ta?cth.n 
- "Do morel" 
- "It d d  bve been helpfirl if we would have known more about 'Stan' 
prim to begidqg HPS. A lot of time was spent asking and being confused 
on what we d d  and could not do on 'Stan' A prior education on 'Stan' 
wonld Bsve been helpful #or to the first HPS experience." 
''Break dbwa aht shmtions-here is what is going on, use critical thinking 
togetontothentxtphpse." 
- "It was a gceat LBamiag experience. I would have liked ~KIUFS to be 
m& to gec more 'hands on' time." 
SirmRFary 
The data fioan 37 assash degree musing stud4lts on their pempths of 
s&hction with leamhg wing HPS tduology has been amdyad. Both desuiptive and 
inferential statistics wem d. Data h r  all mearch q u a  were discrrssed Written 
comments were also indud& 
Chapter V: Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
IW&ction 
This chapter begins with a summary of this descriptive study. Data was gathered 
using a 21- item survey and 37 asociate degree nursing students at Chippewa Valley 
Technical College (CVTC) completed the survey. The results of the study are discussed 
and compared to previous studies reported in the literature to present any similarities in 
results that exist. Limitati~t~s of this study are addressed. Conclusions drawn by the 
researcher are explained and a discussion of recommendations for nursing education and 
research concludes the chapter. 
sunvnroy 
The study d n e d  asociate degree student muses' perceptions of satishtion 
with leaming using a high-fideliiy human patient simulator. Smce the early 19Wq health 
care education has included clinicel practice in training programs. Today's nursing 
education includes d m m ,  skill lpboratary, and clinical practicum experiences to 
provide them with a complete preparation for practice. Graduate nurses must be able to 
take over care of complex, acutely ill patients shortly after graduation. Nursing educators 
realize that a method for improving nursing students' leaning experiences to better 
prepare them for the respomibiis of nursing practice would be very advaatageous. 
One teaching method m3w being used in some schwls is HPS technology. 
Computer simulation is available in many disciplines and simulators of various 
degrees of fidelity have been used in professional training for many yews. Many people 
leaming to drive have used a driving simulator. Aviation relies heavily on this 
methodology to train pilots. SchwIs of engineering and the m i l i  often utilize 
~ ~ s a ~  
Baby-Thinkdr-, aare &*iM -forpiMicehhtrtianmm& 
MCCGWUI, m ) . ~ ~ h a n r r ~ n p a t i m l : s i t n ~ ~ 3 h a w b ~ t o  
~ ~ & i i t o p r a c t i o e ~ e a t ~ ; a t e i n a a t f e  ea%immellt. 
-*dboeGopsd~ s s r r ~ d t o  
pgentg. 
r d v l n a d , s o d i d s h m a a t a r ~ . ~ ~ h t y w a r e  
proBrarmaedtOe@=a d t o a v a r i e t y o f m  and 
& n u l a t i w h a o w b e i D g i n C o ~ d h n ~ ~ ~  
Atthistime, e M d I s & - k e  HPS+ntet$ekl2amida 
M l l c h o f t h e ~ ~ t a e M h 3 8 t e g i ~ o n h a s b a s m * m e B i o P l s t w S ~ .  
~ m o J t o f ~ s t u d i e s ~ B a d s l n a n a r t r m p l e ~ ~ , ~ h h v e s h o w n  
eiktiv~nem ofW S  trrr a a m l h w s h o w n t h e t ~ ~ ~  
satisfied with HB8 nd$e. e d p c o t i o n h a l r e s a ~ t a b e a ~ e  
teehaiquetoteash skilb(QanOrt&PLBt, 1985, p. 
123). N v r s i n g ~ i n t h i P a r o a i s g v e n m o n ~ t h a n i g m e r t i c i a e , ~ .  The 
n u r s ~ ~ ~ h e ~ ~ ~ ~ a r i t h s m e l l ~ I e J . ~ ~ h t ~ ~ t h e ~  
~ ~ , ~ h a e e s h o w a ~ a a B ~ ~ ~ W P S u s e .  
mtlds~ismaaufaeanedkyE&&calEditcsdian 
T e c b @ h , W . m o f  Flwida The s i d  is a 
bave palpable polaes, heart and breath 
72 
~,pupi ls t trat~esctto~andtheabi l i i toptoduceurine.  TtresimuMwis 
programmed to reahtidy respond to needid0118 and other treatments. A A m  
simulator is &so available fm pedilttric simulations. The s h k i o n  experbm is made to 
be as close to a d-l i fe  sitrrcltion as pagsible. 
A2l-itemwweywasdevdopsdbythemher, m y  basedomaprevious 
survey used by F-old, W u c e  and I(al1en (2004). Uskg a 5 point L h t - t y p  scale, 
the survey emhated studeats' per-ns of satisfaction with HPS use pauticularly in 
relation to important aspects of nursing like data collection, decision-making, techuical 
skill development and on. A "comments" area on the tool allowed participants 
to add any 0 t h ~ ~  in f indon they felt was pertinent to their HPS apehnce. 
Demographic dab was also couected. 
S.tudentswhowereWto contpletethesurveywcreallintbreir5al semester at 
Chippewa Valley Technical College (CW). AU had completed three courses in which 
HPS experiences were included. TMQ-seven of 43 assooiate degree miner studem in 
the final s e m e  completed the my. l¶i@ ofthe 37 also inchrded demographic dak 
The pqxw ofthis study was to m e r  the followiug reserrch questions which 
will be resmed and d i d .  
1. W h s t i s t h e ; l e v e l o f ~ d e g r e e r m r ~ i a g ~ o v d s a t i & c t i o n  
with clinicsl leamhg using a lamran patient simulator? The student 
respondentswsrequite~ysatis5edarithlearnmgusingHPS 
techhgy. Raults of the five items l k a m i i  on answering this research 
question showed mean scores behxm 3.53 and 4-28. The last two item8 
0nthewweysskstud~sp~dyabout~sfectionwirhHPSuse 
&~had@e~mean~.The~were"Im&fiedwith 
them ~* (4.14) and "Overall the experhws ofworking with 
the simuhta improved my l d g "  (4.28). 
2. To what exteat do wmi&e degree nursing students b e M  that working 
in the human patkt simulator laboratoiy offers them realistic clinical 
Five item on the survey answered this question. The mean 
scares d3 .53  .to 4.19 indicate that students did feel the simukbn 
laborpbasr provided them with r d i c  clinical experiences. Item 1, "The 
simulator is a realistic tool for learning patient a s s e m ' '  received a 
mean scorn of 4.16 and k 2 ' s  mean m w a s 4 . 1 9  ( " T h e ~ o s  
used with the simulator d - l i f e  sWons"). The mean mre for 
item 7, "The simulator mmcuios were realistic," was 4.16. Item 12, "The 
pace of simulation reflects the flow of a clinical setting," d w d  the 
l owes tmesmg~0reo f~ i t emsanswea ing th i sd~onwi th3 .53 .  
3. To~~eedoassociatedegreenursingstudentsbclieveHPS 
eqmbmm improved their C Q ~  and motivation?This research 
question was amwed by three itemJ, 10,14, and 18. Item 10, "The HPS 
acperience increased my confidence about going inzo the real-world 
c h i d  geetis&" received a mean score of 3.81. Item 14 ww similar, "The 
HPS eqmbces gave me confidence in my t e c W  skills," received a 
mean of 3.69. Itean 18 was focused on ifthe HPS errperienee motivated the 
stdent to s earn &nd received a high mean soare of 4.22. 
4. Towbat doassooistedegreenmingstmW~belisvethatworking 
in the p&nt simulaiw labonttory offars them rd-world &cal 
eXperieacesinPegardt0: 
k As-, 
B. Clinical decision-making, 
C. I m p l m d n ;  
D. T d c a l  skill p e r f i c e ;  
E. Priorkkath 
AmtWrofitemscmtbe~ebddresaeddofthe~eimportaat~af 
m ~ 9 ~ ~ c e . ~ o m ~ ~ ~ g l t s k i l t s w e a e w ~ b y ~ m r m m b e r  
1, 'The shdator is a reahtie tool for leaning patient assessment," (mean score 4.16) 
and item 19, 'Working with the simulator assisted me in gatking patient data" (mean 
score 3.72). 
Development of critical W i k i q  and decision-making skills were lrssessed with 
item 4 ("rhe scenarios dwelop m i h i  thinking and dscision making) (man soore 4.43) 
a d  item 9 ("The cWwd ddsiin-nmkhg Bkills taught in the W S  lab are valuable") 
(mean score 4.32). Both items received very high mean score%. 
Thenexttwoit~per~ofsati~oawith~ernentationandtechaical 
skill p e r h ~ w e f e e v a h t e d w i t h  ittamS3,13,11,16and 18. Item3,"Thaitrmator 
experience improved my t e o h i 4  skills," received a mean soore of 3.92. The next item, 
number 11 stated " M y o n  with the simulator improved my ngcal  c0~aEellce" 
andhadameenscoreof3.83. "The&mulatorallowed metoputtheoryintopmdce," 
item 13 received a mean saxe of 4.03. Item 16 (The simulator helped me to manage 
clinicel emergencies eBdve1y") also rewived a m a n  score of4.03. Item 18, %e HPS 
lab experiences gave rn adidence in my techgical skills," d v e d  a mean score of 
3.69. 
Thenextaspsatof~praGEiceevaldbythisresearch~ionwasthe 
.. . development of pri- sLills. Survey i tem 8,15, and 16 aseesserl the students' 
perceptions of this ma. Stdeab rated item 8, "The priorkhtitm ski& taught by using 
the simulator arevakutbk?,'' highly evitha mean mre of4.32. A mean score of 4.22 was 
determined for item 15, "The simulator exjmkmw helped me to determine priority 
espects of nursing care." Item 16, "The simulator helpad me to tnaaage cliniool 
ermgencies &e&d y," scored a relotvely high mean of 4.03. 
5. I s t h e r e a ~ n c e i n s t u d e n t ~ o f s o r t i d a c t i o n ~ o n p r i o r  
~ ~ . W i t h o t h e r 9 i m u h r t o r ~ ?  
Data wm not rpecjfiooly collected to amnnrer this research question. Prior 
simulator experience wss idwxtendy omitaad h m  the survey. 
6. Is &ere a difkrenm in perception ofsatisktkin based on: 
A Age 
B. Gender ofthe satdent 
C. Prior work and gduwtional experience? 
The final re-h question awwed for diffemnws between students' satisfaction 
with HPS leainkg aid a e l e ~  dempphic variables. No aigdicant diffemneeg were 
found between &&action and qge. One item afthe 21 mey items wag f d  
significant ibr di@emmm betwen satisfaction and gender. Item 8, "The priorithtion 
&ilk ta@& by wing tk, slmdator are valuable" was significant the p c0.05 level 
(0.023,~ df) with female dtbrdents cat@this item d ~ ~ y  ~ male srwdenta 
I n r ~ m t o ~ a d u ~ q e r i e n o e a n d ~ w i t h H P S u s e , t w o  
items were found sigaitlcant. Tboee with previous technical degree andtor ~ 1 0 ~ ' s  
degree rated the last two items significantly higher at the p < 0.05. Item 20,4 am 
satided with the WPS exprhasn (p= 0.16,2.26 df) and itcm 21, "Owall, &en= 
withthe~0~impnweQmyl~(p=O.46,2.26@t)~sieaificantlydiffsrent 
between the groups. 
Thelastaspeot~wasdifferencesbetweenstudentsatisMonand 
previous work experdm. Based on self-- data, students were placed into one of 
two levels ofpmvious work experience. The two groups were those with no prcrvious 
work experience, catifid nursing assistant experience, or nurse t ~ c i a n ~ ~  rmrse 
intem (n = 22) and those with a &her level o f ~ ~ n a l  trsining ( l i d  pactical 
nurse, p d k ,  emvgmcy medid  technician and medical wsistant) (n = 7). No 
significant difkences were found between satisfaction and previous work cneperience. 
A variety of comments were eliW f b m  the mpndents. The written comments 
included feelings ofsaWb&b witb HPS use, a concern about the time dlwed to 
p M c e  in the HPS lab,  st^&^& group size, d a need for mope arienmb to the lab and 
the simulator. 
C ~ ~ ~ ~ h r s i o m  
Eachrerrearoh~isagainnstatedandansweredbasedonthemhsofthe 
study. 
Illl;s-wtbrat&e-iu*trPt 
~ r o e p p g l g f m w m * ~ y & s f i e d  
*f l relnunen~simalator.kmajori tyd* 
m - m - w -  
was 4.43 to 3.53. M v e  of* 21 ires ?wetaxed over 
4.00 .w.eal~~a; lrrmmcatsn8arrt*  arcndd evrrn like 
m o r e ~ ~ i a t l r e c o n i e r d t r m . ~  i s ~ t o p m b w  
~ Q 0 4 ) & a l m r s t h e t ~ ~ s t u d s a t s a a d ~ W ~ ~ a t o r  
~ r ~ r ~ t w d d ~ & ~ i s p d w o u l d b a  
g a a s t i o e . h I n ~ . t l r e ~ ~ ~ W 8 *  
i n W ~ o o ~ l r r s e m n i w b l C w d ~ . W ~ & d l d a a t f i D d e  
skWs rated the b v t ~ r c E o t e d ~ ~  
skillrr rB id l taw,m af3.6P3.93 an* 1-5 L i k t  scnle. 
*Hes*wwlm-HPlS 
G a b a s r * l ~ ( l * ~ ~ ,  oordon(rnj ,  c.k&m, w- etd 
(m1X BBrra, w, a (=I, -aatarteers, found 
thatmectiwalstudents~HPSlearninghi&~e.fnashKtyof70 
mnslng Je&ie~, Rew and Cramer (2002) found that students who 
w e d ~ v e l m & n g w e r e s i ~ m o r e s a t i & d w i t h l e a m i n g  
thaa stud- who did not have interactive learning included in their 
course. Underberg (2003) reports that evaluative data from a variety of 
health care sbdem participating in HPS Scenarios at the Pann State 
Miton S. Hemhey Medical Center were very positive and received 
commeaiYI sud~  as "vergr effective for learning." Similar comm;ents were 
mprkd fiTOSIL participants in this study. 
The item meeiving the lowest rating in this study, 'The pace of the 
simnlatian Mlacted the flow of an actual clinical sdng" had a mean of 
3.53 (sd .878). This hndiog may reflect that the adult learners 
@~inthe~&foundthissrerttobetheleast~.U~ly, 
HPS ~~ have W e d  time necessitating that many events happen 
in a shorttime. fn the clinical 9ettin& the student may have six hours 
without ss muay events occwring. Also rated low was a similar item, "The 
time o f f d  in the HPS lab was adequate" with a mean of 3.61 (sd .68 1). 
2. To what extent do twochte degree nursing students believe that working 
in the human patient simulator laboratory o&m them realistic clinical 
-7 
The mean scores of wwey items related to this question indicate 
thatdantsdidfedthesimulationl~pvidedtharntwith 
realistic dinid experiences. The mean scores ranged &om 3.53 to 4.19 
b u t t & z w o f t l m e f i v e ~ ~ t h i s ~ o n ~ ~ y m a r r g t h e  
h & g h e ~ t r r d a d ~ o n t h e s ~ ~ e y & h t a r o ~ ~ o f 4 . 1 6 a n d o n e o f  
4.19. Atthoq&theHPSisamannequin,whenstdents~yseethe 
chestriseandfkU,thepupilsreacttolight, aoardiacrhythmonthe 
monitor, anQ hear the &nulator speak (through a microphone fiom the 
control mom), the simdat~ becomes much more nalistic. One ofthe 
m&&a did ofFer a d e n  comment that the simuIator was m d i s t i c  "at 
times." HgWBver, the the 36 studeats (97%) did not ineke s u ~ h  a 
comment. 
Studentseatsriagawociatadegret~programsvaryinage 
but Bg are adult learners with #c needs. Mmeand more, adults are 
miking tke d t y  of &long leadng. As mum adults return to 
1- 8attiags, diversity of etiumtional -ties needs to be a goal 
and Cross (1981, p. 49) points out that all leamets should be m e e d  
access to lesrning o-es relev@ to their 4 s  at any stage of lie. 
Knowlerr (1984, p. 55-61) notes that adults need to mde&d why they 
are~eambgthe~requiredbytheec$lcationalprognrmandtoreelize 
where &eir learning deficits are. He also nares that adul~ fed mponsible 
f o r ~ l e a r n i r r g a n d e a t R t h e l ~ d ~ a ? i t h a g r e a t v o h u n e  
rmd wide variety of experience. Adult leaners have a grest need for 
t-ques that tap into the experiences of the 
leerner ~ l e s ,  1984, p. 61). They are motivatedto learn and tearn 
more eBk&ely when the learning is prsserrted in the ameat of 
appihtion to dIiL situatiatls. Silll* I d q  can ofper the 
~~ lurming p r e & d  by a d d  learners. Siiontecbniques 
allm~topiaoticeavarietyofs~pedsofasitttPtionmaquite 
realistic mvbment. This study supports this q e c t  of HPS 1-. 
Rgvious s t u b  have also noted realism of HPS to be an 
. Bomd, Kostenbader and Mecartby (2601), for examp1e, f o d  
that d i m  d the ability to see immediate and a p p m p r h  respoase to 
treatmeat were two of the most frequently identitIed positive r e p o m s  in 
their study of p r e - h p i i  and hospital-based ptmxmel's accapta~~~ of 
simd&h training. Hotchkh, et al(2002) and J&es (2005) both st~ess 
the need to as c10dy as p o m i  approximate the HPS setting bo d i .  
3. To whst degree do associate degree nursing students beliare HPS 
improved their confidence and motivation? 
ThestudentmspmWsagreedtoahighdegmethatHPSleaning 
improved their c d k h c e  and motivation. Particularly in da&n to the 
s h d a t m  d d n g  &dent& the mean score was high at 4.22. The mean 
scores deted to increased c d k l e u e  received soores d 3 . 8 1  and 3.69, 
a b o v e t h e ~ m .  
With more practice will come more confidence and comfwt with 
the precticr, ofnwsmg. The students' reoponses i n d i d  that they 
waked tlrie cwoept and were satisiied with the IPS learning 
-, This hpnmment in confidence will serve to fitrther 
motivate leanters, as the data of this study supports. Trhywu, Gordon, 
F ~ , E I W B ,  Sdhm, and Pawlowl6 ( Z M ) 2 ) a l s o f o u a d t h a t ~  
w a ~ ~ a s p c t o f H P S  usewhenthey ~ e d 7 4 m b i n ~  
medicine and aitical care and found that 9.5% of the stwk& mjmted 
thet HPS agmkme i n w a d  their mot idon to learn. Ciftl, Pmd, 
andARmdell(BlO5)inastudy of36graduates&&atsfoun$ that 
simulatiim @emx increased &dents' qmted coniidence levels. 
4. T o w h a t a r b e n t d o ~ e d ~ ~ s t u d e n t s b e l i e m ~ W o r k i n g  
in tke human patient simulator labomtory oiks them d-world 
~ i n ~ t o :  
A. 
B. clinical decigion-dchg; 
C. *-on; 
D.teclmicalW@nsance; 
E. priorithtbn? 
Studeat respoases indicate that students fkd the HP3 lab o&ed 
re&worM c W  exp&&!mm in relldion to vital of nursing 
practim a9sessment, derrision-making, impkmmtion, technical skill 
prhmnw, snd priorb&ion. In the HPS lab, &s care for the 
simulated p f h t ,  e w k e  their pahmances, and repeat the scenario if 
desired. Similar rqetkive practice is seldom a @ b ' i  in the actual 
clinicnl a m .  
A Chinese pravert, states, "I hear, I I see, I remember; I do, 
I u n d d . "  This saying can ceatainly be applied to HPS laming. 
u such as Bloom (1956) cmd Oetdrrer (1983) rWt%pkd 
tfiepq&m@oror~ccomponentafl~.Manynursing 
shtdents are kinesthetic learners, as are many learners in all dWplines. 
HBS scperiencss allow studeats to put theory into pm&ce, requkkg not 
onIythoughtabouthowto~tpply conceptsandskillsbutacatal~cein 
an ever challenging yet rlsk-&ee e n v i r m .  &dents in thls 
study rated HBS leadug as satisfjhg in relation to learning and 
deveupia~ oolapetence in technical skills. Also rated highly was 
dembpmt of critical tbking, decision-making and priorkidon skills, 
~ B d l P e e f S o f r m r a i m g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y c a n b e m o r e e f l % c t i w l y  
I d  by h P a d m  practk. Sdlarly, Cioffi et a1 (2005) have found 
that simul.tion expe&me improves shtdmtd abilities to collect data, 
d d  time to reaoh W i o n s  in pet id  care, and increased reported 
I d s .  
A m r e n e e s o f s t o d e n t ~ w i t h H B S t ~ i s  
itaperrentte~as80CiBty'shealthcareneedsdrivechangesinuursing 
education TlrapopulPtionisa-gingmdthe~fornursesisgr~ 
S.ohoots of nursing are responding by increasing enrollments. Nursing 
facultymanbeagarebeingfeeedwithincreasiag~~~~bersof~s. 
Fac&y&ratudent ratios are inmedug mstdng L less poaru'ble for the 
mstnrcsor to directly supervise all of the students olosely in a c h i d  
setting. PitafFnurses may he asked to assist in supervision. UnFo-y, 
insom~s~cant~ingstatfshoItagesalreadyexistandthis 
int ~ t b e ~ ~ t o a l l o w s l r u d e e f s i a ~ d i n i c a l ~ f o r o y t i m a l  
periods ofthe. With both limited fhculty and m4 &time with 
studeate & limited supervision and guidance, students' clinical time may 
be li&. However, (hey, F i  Kwpan and Propst (2004) h d  in a 
survey of 270 graduate rmrses, graduates did not feel mmf&l~e, 
~ c i r 6 6 1 l e d f i r u p t o o m y e a r a f b r ~ n T h i s d a t a ~  
that a method to innerse clinical practice is vital to nursing education. 
Stu$ent ltllnes need to be well prepered to provide nursing care 
befmtheyentarthereal~calsettiBgsotheycanmab;ethebestuseof 
the time evailaMe. As this study shows, HPS lab experiences are felt by 
studeats to be an &e&w way to provide learning. This type of 
p r e p d m  csn be us&l in the setting of limited faarlty availabii and 
limited clcoec~l1 to appmpr&e clinical sites. HPS use may allow a quicker 
and more 00- transition into practice fbr new mtrsiag guduates. 
Clinid OFimtation progmm and ongoing conthing eduation for health 
care s csn also be enhaaced by H P S  use @awn, 2004, Stein 
8tDekse.m). 
Noonewdarguethpttha~~~nvir0nmemtofthe21st  
c e o d u r ~ t i s o n e o f ~ c a d v a w e m e n t a n d e v e r ~ t e c h n o ~ .  
U-, it is ism aaenvimment of high public e x g d o n  and 
liti~n.Mati;oItalsafetygoalshavebbenestab~bytheJoint 
Ckmdsaion on Amrubtion of Healthcare 0 r ~ 0 1 m  (JCAHO) with 
an errorpevention foa*l to protect the consumem ofkaltl~ care (JCAHO, 
zoos). The 1CAHO strews that lmkh am profhionals must be 
~ i n w h a t t h q r d o a n d m u s t t a k e a l l n ~ m e a s l l r e s ~ a v o i d  
errors. Statements like, "I didn't h o w  that could happen." and "I'll never 
do that pgfin." should not be heard m the clink& area. HPS learning can 
offer students to practice in error prevention practices so that thege types 
of stattments aren't heard in the clinical area In addition, HFS tmhhg 
he hwporated into health care quality -llmprovement petices 
(Stewart, 2003; Beyea & Kobokovich, 2004). 
' 4 5 ~ ( 2 0 0 1 ) p o i n t s ~ t h e m o s t & v i 0 ~ 9 a d v ~ 0 f  
simulation is that HPS learning pments MI riskto patients. Emrs can be 
made, aofiedtd and discusd immediately without harm to areal patient 
(Medlay & Horse, 2005). The HPS lab offers a safe enviroment in which 
to plaotioe, Even life-tbste&g errors can be made m €he he lab. 
Althollgh - . . error is not the d y  a planned a s p 4  ofan HPS 
.~cemb,saeiagthe of an error on the &siologically-responding 
simuba is a very pawerful l d g  apwitmce. Associate degree nursing 
students at CVTC &It that the HPS scenarios did create reali&ic sibations 
and allowed them to lean emergency management &ills. The bmment 
did not speci5cally a& about the studem's r e . w  to m r .  
Othet in the health care arena neGessitllte m d v e  teaching 
a d  tools such as HFS. As Medley and Home (2005) paint out, 
facton~asindaouityofpatientsinall8e#ing9,espeeially 
hospital, make it diflicult for early students with limited howkdge to 
pa&+@ in patient care. The J3PS environment would allow Btudents at 
all lm1s urpEaetice in a &-paced, high-mify en-eat. In addition, 
length of went stay in health care Wties is genedy shorter which can 
alter the remmes amilab.Ie to students for practice. 
h o t k  War i&uencii the access of &den@ to the health care 
env-hmment is the Health Insurance Portability and Aammddity Act of 
1996 (HPAA). This law was passed to ensure polcabil'ity of health care 
infonaatioa d cmtimity of health insurance coverage, to prevent 
medical w&e, &id, and abuse, md to simpliE, administration ofhealth 
imamme. The law also emwes privacy of pemnal health care 
idonmion, both in written and ek%ronic ferms. The law has provisions 
far saadtions against health care profe89ionals and agencies that fail to 
protect heatth care infomation. The privacy aspects of HIPAA to& eRed 
in April, 2WB, and h e  led to inwead rigidity in acoess to medid 
reeds  aud other heslth care W o n .  Stadeat xuuses are monitored 
closely for complhce with privaay regulptiom, as they always have been, 
but now in some oases, are prevented b m  ~ccess to medid information, 
partbkly electronic wedid records. HPS eqmienees oan inoiude 
s i m u l ~ & d r e a u d a a n d ~ m & r ~ , I f s t u d e n t s a r e  
Wed~greveated~omaccesstomedicalrecords,thesimul~ 
expaiencewillallowforthel~tostilltakeplace. 
5. Is there a =ce in student perception of satisfacton based on prior 
eqeai-wlthe&-? 
This mseamh question was not aaswged The mearcher failed to 
include a g u d a  on the survey that addread this research &on. 
Althougl~ s m b t s  probably had shn&on experhce and there 
would likely have been no significant ctifference found, this cannot be 
truly mswcred. 
6.  Is there a dif&rmce in perception of s a t i ~ m  based on: 
A. age 
ezqeiience? 
&&noes were f o d  beaween iatkhtkwith 
and the demographic variables of age, gender, snd pvbus  
experience. Age & pmyiou~ hkh olve work 
. . gxpaiclzFewm8ata@kmtlydifferentbetwoisn W'W. 
. . Oalyonaiteiawasmgmihdydid on 
Thsksttwoitsmsthetfocusedonthe~~sabilityto 
a m l t h e o d s l i t i s f j l c t i o n ~ H B S e x p e r i ~ w e r e  
~ t g r t h ~ ~ ~ P v i t h m o r e ~ o n . T h e s k  
d t a y ~ t B e ~ o f ~ b e s e d o n p r e v i 0 ~ 9  
trahiug aritbeut a k n h s  tm4. AWoogh the sample size was small, 
t h e s e ~ s u Q p o r t t h g ~ c t f H P 9 w e w i t h e d u l t ~  
-1~ * % r E B T o n a l ~ ~ r ~ ~  
~ , t h e ~ s u p p o l t u s e o f H P S n o t o i d y h ~ ~  
but wkhthme in udeqmb& and 
srudentcoynments 
Students e x p d  comments that highlighted both satisfaction with HPS use and 
Sitations of this teaching strategy. A common theme of the comments was the need for 
more time with the simulator and more p r e p d o n  or orientation early in HPS 
experience. The quick pace of learning and the limited time allowed in the HPS 
laboratory may make same students anxious and may be the cause of these types of 
comments. This conclusion was similarly noted by Hotchkiss, et al(2002). They found 
muse anesthesia students videotaped during a 30 minute crisis scenario were quite 
anxious and attributed this to the simulator's quick changes in condition over a short 
period of time. Trained obgervers in the study noted the anxiety, also, but fbund that 
despite the anxiety, the scenarios were realistic and were valuable to the students' 
education. 
HPS experiences certainly can be versatile and can allow a number of aspects of 
nursing can be indiidually or simultaneously practiced. The students responding in this 
study were satisfied with the many aspects of nursing education that are provided by HPS 
experiences. The study also indicates that students did not feel the technological aspect of 
HPS experiences hte&red with their leankg Nurse educators must realize that 
Increasingly technology-oriented students will demand techaology-drken tools to 
enhance learning. 
Lilnifafim 
This study is not wtthout hutakms. These include: 
1. The focus of the study was quite narrow and the sample size small. Only 
nursing studas in m a m *  degree m i n g  progrm ended at CVTC 
were included. R d s  m t d y  may not be genefbble to other twe 
year nutsing programs programs or baccalaureate or masters' level nursing 
students whw may idso we HPS teclraology. The sample size was small 
with only 37 respondem. Six students in the course did not choose to 
respond. Unknown is whether these students did not wish to take the time 
to compkete the m e y  on the p a d d m  day of data collectiun or iftbeir 
choice indie&& dislike of HPS learning. 
The study attempted to compare satisfacdon of HPS learning with 
various demographic aspeots. The sizes of some demographic age groups 
and gender groups were quite small. This mtahly limits the remits ofthis 
portion oftbe he+. 
2. The data c~U&n timing may also have been a limitation. The data was 
c o l l d  during class periods when the students in the final semester of 
the musing program met for tbe classroom component of their learning. 
All sttldents were present dtlring these class perkds. The m e y  was 
distributed to students following an exam. Mer the w a y  was distributed 
and explained, along with the Mmed consent form, seven &s 
chose not to oonplete the survey. Their decision not to complete the 
survey may have been reletted to feelings dated to tbe exam or m y  have 
been due to their desire to leave the setting as early as possible. Alsa, 
having the data wlected folowhg an exam may have altered the 
mponm of some of the students. 
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3. T b e t d i s d f o r t b ~ d y h a d n a t t K B n u s e d ~ s o d ~ e  
reliablityendddityhaovenatbeendetemhed. Toamtrolforthis,the 
tool was putidly based on an existing tool by Feingold, Calalurg and 
K a l h ( m ) . M * a n d ~ " " = i n g - ~ s  
fkdkuiar with patient simulation methocEo1ogy did edu& the tool 
for eontat validity md program outcomes for associate degree nursing 
P=w-= 
4. Dara v m  i m d m k d y  not oompletely mild for the fourth research 
qw&b related to sakfhtion of HPS learning and previous exparltnce 
withsitnulatom. ~ a n w s u m p t i o n c a n b e m a d e t h a t ~ o f t h e  
p t k i ~ l m d ~ o r ~ b u t t h i s c a n n o t b e p r o v e n b y t h i s  
study. 
5. Limited sccess ia the W S  lab may have the responses ofthe 
ptkipaits. As noted by the aden@' camuents, more time would have 
been ilppreciated. The limited time in the lab may embidy have 
~ thes tudents ' sa t i s fac t ionand~l tave l imi tedthes tudy .  
6. F ~ ~ u S i a g t h e H P S m c t h d s h s v e h a d t w o y ~ l r r s t o  
implement the HPS oomponents of the cuniculum. The te&ddan mists 
~ i a ~ ~ n o f t h e g i r n u l a t o r d u r i n g t h e i r f i n a l m p r i ~ ~  
new to the lab. These factors certainly may have affected the respndem' 
==FQ==- 
7. The time a l W  for 4 simdath is two how per session. Bach of the 
last three dinid courses at CVTC includes one or two sessions. The time 
allowed for simulations may also be a l imibth.  
8. A v a r i e t y o f 9 t u d e n t s a t t e a d t h e ~ c d ~ n n n s i n g p r o ~ a t  
CVTC. There is a large range in ages ofthe Students, fiom 19-50. The 
students are from the Midwestem district in that is setved by 
CVTC. Cumntly the student population is approximately Wh female. 
Thepr imaryethnicgroupis~These~rsmaycerta in ly l imi t  
the study and decrease its gemd&&y. * * .  
9. The imdiq paragraph on the m e y  was meant to provide students with a 
brief expidoti  ofthe study. Evaluation of the survey by former 
gdmtes ofthe CVTC musing program and by the nrwing f h k y  at the 
college did not find the leading paragraph p r o b l ~ c .  However, b e  
statement a d d  have altered the pemptkm ofthe students and swayed 
their ammm. The survey could be revised to either detete the opening 
~ h w i t h t h e q u a t e f i o m t h e H P S ~ e r o r ~ g t h e  
s W u n e n t ~ a g u m y i t e m  
-tioap 
Based on the findings of this field study, the following nxmme-s are 
made: 
1. The sRdcg ndRds to be replicated with a much larger sample size. This 
muld be done by cdlecting data over time at one cdlege. An altunative 
would tre to collect data from aPsociate degree nursing students fhm a 
2. ~ ~ ~ l e ~  
~ d b e b & x ~ . T B i s d t u d y  
~ ~ b t l G 4 u l E o r n r ~ o f ~  
w i t h H p S l ~ ~ & h c :  
~HWW ofedudonal 
' s ~ a n d ~ s M . T h e  
~ t h e ~ l e v e l e o f e d u c l l t i c l r a  
i n ~ i s ~ l v a g n e w . I n a a  
e v i d e n s 6 b s & d p r s c t i c e , ~ ~ i s ~ t a  
~ ~ ~ ~ . W ~ h i s s t u d y ~ t & a t ~ ~  
Noarthee&catiod~softhis 
ia nursing adugetion Cen?dM 
*Bsgont~upsOfsa$glts*~witholisflPS 
e &rtk d u a t e  the effsaiwnem of this 
~ s t s o W a t t h e ~ 0 f m  
~ e a w l d b e t g p d e  
i n t h c i r ~ c a d & ~ * ~ n a t ~ s e e  
i f w w d ~ ~ v a i d i a t B e f i r s t ~ c r f p ~ . B *  
atoac,giridtwdw & d d  
fiutha &&mine the long-term benefit of= learning. The T h e o n  of 
gdwm who d v e d  HPS training owld be compared with those who 
did not d v e  this type of training. 
6. HPS use m a y  be a way to help nurses and other health care prok,ssionals 
prevent errors in the clinical 8ettiag. Ermr rates should be examined 
between recent graduetes who weretrained using HPS technology and 
those who were not to determine if this is truly the case. Little empirical 
data is avrrilable in this area and research of this type is vital in &thering 
error prevention strategies. 
7. Research in simulation should also be expanded to include settings where 
. . p d c i n g  nurses are wing HPS technology for mnhmg education 
More health care agenciedl may want to incorporate simulation if research 
evidence proves it to be a valid and reliable method for pmviding training. 
Schools and agencies may be enmuaged to form alliances to develq 
HPS Ms. 
8. ResultsofthisstudyandfiutherHPSreseadlrmstbediwembtedto 
health oare educators. If fiuther research continues to show positive 
outcomes ofthis type of teaching shategy, steps should be taken to expand 
aux!B to HPS techllobgy to more schools of nursing. 
9. This 9tudy's certainly has implications for the nursing pmgram at CVTC. 
Stdents responding to this study are quite highly satisfied with many 
aspectsofHPSlCaraingandareoverall~edwiththe~HPS 
experiences. Chippewa Valley Technical College d y  has a newly 
nmoBapulmlob. T h e m s i n g ~ r s s t t w l d f e e l & i n i a g  
tlme~lesming~~~aurentyintheanrinihunandsh~pur~ue 
d d o p h g  mHF's lemhg expedencm. 
Earfy nursing oourses should be planned to include HPS learning. As 
~ b e g i n a a d ~ t o w o r k i n t h e H P S , t h e i r ~ ~ ~ l e v e l w i t h  
the envhmment will increase. Jeffiies (2005) points wt that a detailed 
orientstion to the lab envkoment and the simulator itself must be 
inad. She strcsms that the time spent m orientdon will b&w allow 
shrdcms to concentrate on the objectives of the sessions without 
StanntcPy 
therthey%Vere-&c 
inrproved~&~bionb~WSlab.S&rdentsf&atshat~snere 
p T w i d a B ~ - w o r M ~ E n l ~ ~ Z P . ~ 8 a  + 3 E B i ! d * l b  
SkiU fzac4clw 
intheweof~ltuBlna 
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s.ludentSulvey 
Associate Degree Nuning Students' Perceptions of Clinical kperiences Using the 
H u m  Patlent Simulator (HPS) 
'Ihc Human F'atknt Simalator hias been pslt d your clinical learning at CVTC. Tbe mim&daw dabs 
tbatthe HPS o&rs ~handxm ~" via %life scenarios that change to meet the needs dthe 
~ s ~ " a n d a l l o w s " s b d e n t s t o ~ ~ a n d ~ d t h e b i g h e s t F l o a l i t y ~ c a r e  
becomes sccond nature" (Medical Education T~~ Inc., 2004). Nmsing Insbactor Kathy Knaaar is 
inansted in ovalnatiog your pmqtions d this tmhhg method aad to know if you agree. 
'Ibis survey contains items related to the hnptant aspats d the nursing de. Please rate each itun based 
o n y o m W S ~ u s i n g t B e f o l l ~ s C a e :  
1. T h e s i m o l s t a i s a r e a t i s t i c t o o l f o r ~ ~ ~  
2. The d o 8  used with the shrmlator rccreatc &life situations 
3. T h e ~ ~ i m p w e d m y t e c b n i c a l s k i l l s .  
4. The scgirraias dewlq critioal thinking and -. . . 
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1. Age: 
a. 18-25 
b. 25-30 
c. 30-35 
d 35-48 
e. 49-45 
f. 45-50 
g. over 50 
2. Gen& 
a male 
b. fem& 
3. R s v i o n s ~ o a a l ~ e n c e  
a high school gradsate or equivalent 
b. previous technical degree 
c. previousbacklor's degree 
d pwvious m t e  degree 
4. Rsvionsmnsiag@m 
a No previousexperience 
b. Certifiednmrsingassistam 
c. Medical assisant, EMT, a pamedic 
d L.P.N. 
e. CMm 
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Description: 
Health care education indudes both chmom d i c  leaning and W g  in the 
clinical area. Students in heakh care training programs, including nursing, must be able to 
wfely provide w e  in the clinical area In order to allow   dents to practice skills in a 
realistie manner prior to working with wbml human subjects, Eoaoputerized human 
patient simulators have been created. This new type oftaching strat= has been used 
heavily in m e d i i  train& over the past decade but is rather new to nursing education. 
L i l e  mearch has been done on the use of human patient simulation with nursing 
students. 
This study will d w t e  mtsing sD&nt$ -on of learning using a human patient 
simulator. A survey kas been developed to @her the data on the stu$ents9 percqtiom. 
Your class, associate degree nursing studws in the final semester at Chippewa Valley 
Technical College, are ar%g asked to complete the survey. hscript i~e statistics will be 
performed to evaluate the results of the survey. 
Risb and Ben* 
There are no expscted risks to you. Completion of the survey may take 15-20 minutes 
and th is  is the only oost to paaicipants. The researcher will be available immediately aRa 
you have completed the m e y ,  during office hours or by a p p o i n w  if you would like 
to discuss the project, 
T i e  Commitmetat: 
As M e d  above, the survey will take no longer than 15-20 minutes. 
Right to W WdrasP: 
Your participation in this s tdy  is entirely voluntary. You may chaos? not to participate 
without any adverse caequ- to you. However, should you chow to @pate and 
later wish to withdraw &om the study, them is no way to iderrtifjr your anonymous 
document &er it has been submitted to the investigator. 
Insthtional Review B s d  Appmvak 
This study has been w v k e d a d  BpprOved by The University of W i d S t o u t ' s  
Institutional Rmkw Bogd (IRE%). The IRB has determined that this study meets the 
ethical o b l i i m  rapid by fedmid law and Uaivedy policies. If you have questions 
or concerns regding this stu$y please eontact the Investigator or Advisor. If you have 
any questions, ooncems, or reports resgnthtg your rights as a resew& mbject, please 
contact the IRB M m h i i r .  
Investigator: 
Kathleen A Kuznar 
Chippewa Valley Technical College 
Health Education Center, Oflice 216 
620 West Clairemont Avenue 
Eau Claire, WI 54701 
715-833-6421 
kkuznar@.cvtc.edu 
IRB Administrator: 
Sue Foxwell, Director, 
Research services 
152 Vocational Rehabilitation Bldg 
UW-Stwt 
Menomonie, WI 54751 
715-232-2477 
b x w e l l ~ s t o u t . e d u  
Advisor: 
Dr. Howard Lee 
225A Applied Arts 
U.W.-stout 
Menomonie, WI 54751 
715-232-1251 
leeh(iiBuwstout.edu 
Statement of Co~sent: 
By completing the fohwing survey, you agree to participate in the project entitled, 
Degree Nursing Students' Perceptions of Learning Using a Human Patient 
Simulator." 
